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povzetek
Univerza v Ljubljani
Fakulteta za računalništvo in informatiko
Sašo Stanovnik
Razširitev upravljanja infrastrukture oblaka proti robnim
napravam
Področje računalništva na robu je definirano zelo ohlapno v primerjavi z uveljavljenimi
têrmini na področju modernega računalništva v oblaku. Večina poskusov ustvarjanja
novih rešitev je osnovana na internetu stvari, ki so nato občasno razširjene z zmožno-
stjo obdelave podatkov na robu, izven oblaka. Take rešitve so omejene na obdelavo le
senzorskih podatkov.
Skozi obsežen pregled raziskav v obstoječi literaturi in pregled obstoječih implemen-
tacij podobnih rešitev ugotovimo, da nobena ne nudi podpore za infrastrukturo na robu,
ki je nižjenivojska kot platforma za razvoj aplikacij. V delu načrtujemo in implementi-
ramo lastno rešitev za upravljanje naprav na robu in skozi njo omogočimo transparentno
upravljanje skozi Ansible AWX, ki je uveljavljeno orodje za upravljanje s konfiguracijami
naprav.
Rešitev, poimenovana mast, nudi postopek za priključitev novih naprav v sistem,
vzpostavitev omrežja, varnost, shranjevanje podatkov in usklajevanje časa med napra-
vami v gruči in omogoča enostavno razširitev in priključitev v obstoječe vzorce raču-
nalništva v oblaku. Evalvacija pokaže, da, v primerjavi z obstoječimi rešitvami, mast
nudi nov in močan pristop k upravljanju z napravami na robu, ne glede na višjenivojsko
uporabo.
Ključne besede: računalništvo na robu, upravljanje infrastrukture, oblak
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abstract
University of Ljubljana
Faculty of Computer and Information Science
Sašo Stanovnik
Extending cloud infrastructure management towards edge
devices
The field of edge computing is very loosely defined, as opposed to the well–established
terms used in the modern cloud. Most forays into creating new solutions base themselves
in IoT and then occasionally provide the ability to process data at the edge, but are then
constrained to processing only data coming from sensors.
Through an extensive overview of literature and existing implementations, we find
that no current solution encompasses the area of edge infrastructures, which are lower–
level than application platforms. We design and implement our own solution for manag-
ing edge devices and enable transparent management through Ansible AWX, an existing
tool for machine configuration management.
The implementation, dubbed mast, provides device onboarding, networking, security,
storage and time synchronisation to devices in the cluster, and allows a straightforward
extension of the cloud paradigm. The evaluation shows that, compared to existing plat-
forms, mast provides a novel and powerful method of managing edge devices, regardless
of the workload running on them.
Key words: edge computing, infrastructure management, cloud
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razširjeni povzetek
Področje računalništva na robu je definirano zelo ohlapno v primerjavi z uveljavljenimi
têrmini na področju modernega računalništva v oblaku. Večina poskusov ustvarjanja
novih rešitev je osnovana na internetu stvari, ki so nato občasno razširjene z zmožnos-
tjo obdelave podatkov na robu, izven oblaka. Take rešitve so omejene na obdelavo le
senzorskih podatkov.
Pri vprašanju o pomenu računalništva na robu moramo najprej razložiti, kje se jedro
konča in rob začne. S tem se začne pot do razumevanja posledic razširjanja obstoječih
vzorcev upravljanja z infrastrukturo na naprave na robu, ki izkazujejo specifične lastnosti
in potrebe, ki jih strežniki v podatkovnem centru nimajo.
Težava, ki jo rešujemo, ni očitna. V razdelku I ugotovimo, da têrmini na področju
računalništva na robu niso dobro definirani, kar predstavlja oviro pri primerjavah. Z
namenom razjasnitve kasneje uporabljanih pojmov naredimo obsežen pregled obstoječe
literature in implementacij, ki nam pomaga pri ustvarjanju široke slike področja.
V razdelku II nato s pomočjo podatkov o lastnostih obstoječih ogrodij definiramo in
implementiramo novo rešitev, poimenovano mast, ki jo evalviramo v razdelku III.
xi
xii Razširjeni povzetek
I Pregled sorodnih del in rešitev
Na področju interneta stvari (IoT) se pojavljajo trije pojmi: megla, rob in IoT. Obstoječa
dela jih ne definirajo podrobno, ločnice med njimi pa se med avtorji močno razlikujejo.
Predstavimo ločnice, ki smo jih vzpostavili skozi pregled področja, in razložimo, zakaj se
nam zdijo najbolj ustrezne.
Hierarhično najnižji nivo, ki je tudi najbolj jasno definiran, je nivo naprav IoT. Vse-
buje senzorske naprave, ki zaznavajo ali upravljajo s fizičnim okoljem, a je naša defini-
cija zaradi obstoja robnih naprav bolj stroga kot razširjeno razumevanje. Omejimo se
na naprave, ki niso zmožne gostovanja tradicionalnega operacijskega sistema, kot so
mikrokrmilniki in senzorji. Ločnico postavimo pri sposobnosti dinamičnega programi-
ranja naprav, torej pri sposobnosti za spreminjanje osnovne funkcionalnosti sistema brez
specializiranega posega v napravo.
Nad nivojem naprav IoT je nivo robnih naprav. Ta vključuje naprave, ki so zmožne
komunikacije preko protokola IP in ki poganjajo operacijski sistem, ki nudi oddaljeno
konfiguracijo, povezljivost in izvajanje poljubnih aplikacij. Uporabljen je predvsem kot
povezljivostni nivo za naprave IoT, katerim nudi povezavo v širši sistem preko prevajanja
nižjenivojskih komunikacijskih protokolov. Nekaj takih protokolov, kot sta Bluetooth[20]
in Thread[48] tudi samih temelji na IP.
Nivo megle in naprav v megli je najbolj megleno opredeljen pojem na celotnem po-
dročju. Avtorji velikokrat uporabljajo pojma roba in megle sopomensko, saj je razliko-
vanje velikokrat nepotrebno. Naša definicija postavlja meglo kot ekvivalent robu, ob
predpostavki, da robne naprave obstajajo v arhitekturi sistema. Glavna naloga megle
je namreč nudenje povezljivosti (robnim) napravam pod njimi in, po potrebi, povečanje
zmogljivosti pri izračunih. Poleg megle in naprav v megli je na področju uporabljen tudi
pojem območje megle, ki označuje skupino naprav v geografski bližini. Kljub obstoju po-
jma ga v večini tega dela ne uporabljamo, saj ne prispeva ničesar, kar ne bi bilo pokrito
že s strani roba.
I.I Raziskave
Raziskave na tem področju so se začele že na začetku tisočletja, a koncepta oblaka in
IoT do začetka tega desetletja nismo poznali. Zaradi lažje dostopnosti nizkocenovnih
razvojnih enot IoT in vpeljave platform, ki podpirajo vzorce IoT pri obstoječih ponud-
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nikih oblaka, se je zanimanje za področje IoT in računalništva na robu v zadnjih letih
povečalo.
V novejših delih se avtorji osredotočajo na načine integracije, predvsem na področju
platform, ne infrastruktur. Večina takšnih del ne vključuje podrobnih evalvacij preko
implementacij in se omejuje na teoretične metode ali enostavne testne aplikacije[5, 16–
18]. Avtorji v [19] predstavijo razlike med željami podjetij, uporabnikov in ponud-
nikov storitev ter opišejo načine za ravnanje s platformami s stališča nivoja dostopa
do funkcionalnosti in podatkov.
Nekatera dela trdijo, da je večina rešitev ekvivalentnih in je edina razlika med njimi
v terminologiji, ki jo uporabljajo[8]. S ciljem poenotenja sestavijo novo, obširno termi-
nologijo, ki je kompatibilna z večino rešitev, a se ne izkaže za uporabno ali enostavno.
Varnost je obravnavana s tehničnega stališča[2], ki temelji na zmožnosti strojne opreme.
Večina člankov s tega področja se pojavlja na konferencah ali delavnicah, ne v re-
vijah. Prav tako ni vodilnega vira, saj se dela pojavljajo v okoli tridesetih različnih
publikacijah[5]. Avtorji predlagajo bolj stroge ocenjevalne postopke, saj 15 % del primerja
rešitve le na teoretični osnovi, še nadaljnjih 40 % pa le na zelo osnovnih primerih.
Obravnavane platforme skoraj vedno vključujejo naprave IoT[7] in se ne osredotočajo
na robne naprave, namenjene za računsko moč. Deljenje senzorjev predstavlja veliko
vlogo v vzorcu zaznavanja kot storitve (Sensing as a Service)[15].
Strategije za integracijo uporabljajo raznolike načine za deljenje nižjenivojskih naprav.
V [13] avtorji integrirajo senzorje neposredno v obstoječe module programske rešitve
OpenStack[38], v [4] pa jih izpostavijo kot datoteke v datotečnem sistemu v sklopu kon-
cepta "vse je datoteka" sistemov UNIX.
V sklopu raziskav računalništva na robu in v megli sta ta dva pojma največkrat
enačena[1, 11]. Avtorji se strinjajo glede osnovnih funkcionalnosti, ki naj bi jih ti sistemi
podpirali:
podatkovni sloj,
omrežje med napravami in
delegiranje izračunov na bolj zmogljive naprave.
Pri podatkovnem sloju je pomembna prisotnost načina za shranjevanje in pridobivanje
podatkov, ki je velikokrat prilagojen uporabi. Sistemi večinoma nimajo zahtev po velikih
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podatkovnih zbirkah, zato lahko temu namenu pogosto služi že preprost sporočilni sistem.
Za oskrbo omrežja med napravami obstajata dve glavni možnosti: skupno navidezno
zasebno omrežje med vsemi napravami ali le logična povezava vseh naprav na sporočilni
sistem, ki omogoča izmenjavo sporočil. Pri obeh točkah je velikokrat zapostavljena težava
zanesljivosti. Naprave na robu namreč nimajo istih zagotovil o zanesljivosti strojne
opreme kot strežniki v podatkovnih centrih, saj delujejo v nezanesljivih okoljih.
I.II Obstoječe implementacije
Med gručo obstoječih rešitev za internet stvari in računalništvo na robu smo jih za
primerjavo izbrali 32. Tako predstavimo razpon funkcionalnosti, kar nam kasneje omogoči
umeščanje in ustvarjanje nove rešitve, ki ponuja izboljšave. Za primerjavo smo izbrali 25
atributov.
Ugotovili smo, da je večina rešitev oblikovanih kot platforma, torej v konceptu PaaS.
Približno polovica rešitev je odprtokodnih, prav tako polovica rešitev ponuja možnost
gostovanja na lastni infrastrukturi. Nekatere rešitve večjih ponudnikov so integrirane v
širšo ponudbo, na primer podatkovno analitiko in podatkovne shrambe v oblaku. Vsaj
osnovna analitika pridobljenih podatkov je prisotna pri vseh. Velika večina nudi podporo
le za dva nivoja arhitekture—oblak in IoT. Nekatere dodajo tudi možnost prehodne
naprave (angl. gateway), ki opravlja vlogo premoščanja povezave v oblak.
V sklopu tehničnih lastnosti rešitve podpirajo vsaka svoj nabor uradnih programskih
jezikov in orodij, a vse nudijo spletni programski vmesnik, ki je neodvisen od jezika.
Osnovna komunikacija vedno poteka preko protokola HTTP, velikokrat pa so na voljo
tudi protokoli MQTT, WebSockets, AMQP ali CoAP. Večina rešitev je osredotočenih
na področje interneta stvari in zbiranja senzorskih podatkov. Nekatere nudijo podporo
za računanje na robu in delegiranje izračunov na robne naprave ali v oblak, a te so redke
in prisotne le pri največjih ponudnikih. Protokoli za alternativna omrežja so velikokrat
podprti: LoRa, Sigfox, ZigBee, Bluetooth, Z-Wave in NB-IoT, navedeni v padajočem
vrstnem redu po pogostosti.
Opravili smo tudi bolj natančen pregled implementacije funkcionalnosti treh največjih
rešitev: Azure IoT, AWS IoT in Google Cloud Platform IoT. Naše ugotovitve kažejo,
da so vse tri platforme zelo zrele, izstopa pa Azure IoT, saj ponuja najbolj zmogljivo in
prilagodljivo rešitev za računalništvo na robu. Večjih razlik v zmogljivosti nismo našli.
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II Implementacija
Z informacijami, ki smo jih zbrali v prejšnjem razdelku, lahko načrtujemo orodje, ki bo
zapolnilo vrzeli na področju upravljanja infrastruktur za robne naprave. Pri tem želimo
tudi razširiti obstoječe načine upravljanja z napravami, ki so uveljavljene za oblačne
infrastrukture.
II.I Arhitektura
Pri snovanju arhitekture se držimo treh glavnih vodil, ki nas usmerjajo in omejujejo. Prvo
vodilo je, da želimo podpirati kakršnokoli število nivojev v hierarhiji naprav. V nasprotju
z obstoječimi rešitvami, predstavljenimi v razdelku I.II, ki imajo v večini dvonivojsko
zasnovo, želimo popolnoma poenotiti pogled na vse naprave. Menimo, da je zasnova z
vsaj tremi nivoji nujna zaradi obstoja povezovalnih naprav, razlike med pravilno zasnovo
arhitekture s tremi ali z več nivoji pa ni.
Drugo vodilo nas omejuje na skupek robnih naprav. Spet se, v nasprotju z obstoječimi
rešitvami, oddaljimo od podpore omejene na internet stvari. Ne načrtujemo neposredne
podpore za senzorje, saj je ta del aplikacije, ki teče na infrastrukturi, ki jo naša rešitev
vzpostavi. Vseeno pa lahko z uporabo sodobnih standardov močno olajšamo priklop
senzorjev, ki temeljijo na protokolih 6LoWPAN[22] ali Thread[48].
Tretje, zadnje vodilo je usmerjenost v infrastrukturo, ne platformo. Argument za to
izhaja iz razlik med infrastrukturami in platformami kot storitev (angl. IaaS in PaaS),
kjer so infrastrukture nižjenivojske kot platforme. Kjer platforme predpisujejo nabor
tehnologij, ki so na voljo aplikacijam, infrastrukture te omejitve ne postavljajo, saj nudijo
načine za razvoj, ki so popolnoma standardni in vseprisotni. Poenostavljena različica tega
vodila je, da mora naša rešitev omogočiti aplikacijam popolnoma neodvisno delovanje,
brez dodatnih prilagoditev za zagon izven oblaka.
V implementaciji smo uporabili mnogo odprtokodnih orodij, s katerimi smo zgradili
temelje postavljene arhitekture: Ansible, Ansible AWX, Python, SQLite, Flask, Open-
VPN, OpenSSH, OpenSSL, Consul, GlusterFS, Docker, LXD, chrony, hostapd, dnsmasq
in Bluetooth. Posebne omembe sta vredna Ansible in Ansible AWX, preko katerih smo
izvajali poenoteno orkestracijo nalog preko vseh naprav v arhitekture in z njima tudi
omogočili razširitev upravljanja obstoječe oblačne infrastrukture.
Robne naprave so v veliko pogledih različne od strežnikov v podatkovnih centrih.
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Prva, zelo pomembna težava je, da robnih naprav ni mogoče poljubno ustvarjati. V
oblaku so najpogostejši virtualni stroji, ki jih imamo, ob običajni oblačni predpostavki
neskončnih zmogljivosti, na voljo neskončno. Zanesljivost in varnost celotne infras-
trukture v oblaku sta na višjem nivoju kot na robu zaradi stabilnejšega in varnejšega
okolja podatkovnih centrov. Tudi oskrbovanje (angl. provisioning) s fizičnimi stroji v po-
datkovnem centru poteka na drugačen način, saj nadzorovano omrežje in bolj zmogljiva
oprema nudita zmožnosti za oskrbovanje na golem železju (angl. bare metal provisioning),
ki na robu ni na voljo.
Rešitev za ročno dodajanje naprav v sistem mora biti čim bolj enostavna in av-
tomatizirana. To je največkrat doseženo s postopkom registracije naprave na spletu in
prenosom zagonskega paketa (angl. bootstrap package), ki vsebuje vse potrebne izvršilne
datoteke za prvoten priklop v sistem. Vsebuje tudi vse avtentikacijske podatke, s katerimi
je omogočena varna in zaupna komunikacija.
V podatkovnih centrih je omrežje nadzorovano, na robu pa je za njegov obstoj in
varnost potrebno eksplicitno poskrbeti. Uporaba navideznih omrežij rešuje obe težavi.
Komunikacija med napravami na robu lahko zahteva vzpostavitev novega omrežja med
njimi, za kar uporabimo dostopne točke WiFi in Bluetooth. Odločitev za obliko omrežja
je pomembna, saj obstajata dve zelo različni možnosti: omrežje je lahko centralizirano,
kjer se vse naprave povezujejo na eno, vrhovno vozlišče, ali distribuirano, kjer se vsaka
naprava poveže na svojega starša, s čimer se vzpostavi porazdeljeno omrežje. Odločili
smo se za slednje, saj omogoča večjo prilagodljivost in odpornost na lokalne izpade pove-
zljivosti.
Kot podatkovni nivo uporabimo porazdeljen in repliciran datotečni sistem. Poleg
manjših zmogljivosti naprav so tudi zahteve po kapaciteti pri robnih napravah manjše,
a je pri razvijanju vseeno potrebno biti pozoren na zmogljivost celotnega sistema, ki je
lahko pri robnih napravah, še posebej geografsko ločenih, zelo nizka.
II.II Novo orodje za upravljanje
Orodje, poimenovano mast, je samostojna aplikacija, ki za upravljanje konfiguracij in
oskrbovanje uporablja Ansible, del programskega vmesnika pa izpostavlja preko spletnega
vmesnika Ansible AWX. Vsaka naprava, dodana v sistem, gre skozi dvostopenjski proces
oskrbovanja s programsko opremo, kjer z začetnim paketom vzpostavimo varno povezavo
v omrežje, nato pa sprožimo nadaljnji postopek oskrbovanja v Ansible AWX.
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Omrežje je vzpostavljeno kot ročno usmerjano pokrivno omrežje, ki uporablja povezave
od točke do točke med starševsko in podrejeno napravo. Ker povezave med napravami
sestavljajo drevo, je usmerjanje prometa med njimi izjemno enostavno. Za naslavl-
janje uporabljamo protokol IPv6, ki nudi izjemno velik naslovni prostor. Izbrali smo
podomrežje v obsegu fc00::/7, ki je definirano kot zasebni naslovni prostor in nudi
2121 naslovov. Ker so podomrežja v IPv6 običajno velikosti /64, smo za osnovo izbrali
fc00:0:0:8008::/64.
Vsak nivo v drevesni strukturi zasede en znak v notaciji IPv6 naslova, zadnji prostor
velikosti /112 pa je rezerviran za naslove naprav. To pomeni, da mast podpira (64 −
16)/4 = 12 nivojev, na vsakem nivoju pa 216 naprav. Ta shema sicer omeji število
naprav, ki na vsakem delu omrežja gostuje omrežje navzdol, na 16 naprav.
Naslovi so dodeljeni hierarhično: korenska naprava je naslovljiva z edinim naslovom
fc00:0:0:8008:0000::1/64 in v tem omrežju tudi gostuje svoje otroke. Ti omrežja,
ki jih ustvarijo, pomaknejo za en znak, torej 4 bite naslova IPv6 nižje – na primer na
fc00:0:0:8008:1000::/68 pri prvem otroku in fc00:0:0:8008:2000::/68 pri drugem,
sami pa imajo dva naslova. Na primeru prvega otroka pokažemo, da ima pri povezavi
do korenske naprave naslov fc00:0:0:8008:0000::1001/64, pri povezavi, ki jo nudi
otrokom, pa fc00:0:0:8008:1000::1/68.
Ta shema naslavljanja močno poenostavi usmerjanje, saj ves promet, ki ni usmerjen
na enega od omrežij, ki so dodeljena otrokom, naprava pošlje svojemu staršu. Korak se
ponavlja, dokler naslov ne pade v obseg enega izmed otrokovih omrežij, nakar se paket
prične pošiljati navzdol.
Da bi bila struktura omrežja bolj dinamična in aplikacije ne bi bile odvisne od naslovov
IP, smo vzpostavili tudi strukturo imenskih strežnikov DNS. Vsaka naprava se prijavi kot
vozlišče v omrežju in je naslovljiva s svojim imenom, nivojem in storitvami, ki tečejo na
njej. Naslavljanje z imeni poteka preko domenske poti naprava.node.dc.mast, preko
nivojev ali storitev pa preko levelX/storitev.service.dc.mast. Za ustvarjanje te
strukture smo uporabili orodje Consul.
Za zavarovanje komunikacije je vzpostavljena infrastruktura javnih ključev, ki je
uporabljena v OpenVPN. Zaradi pomembnosti sinhronizacije časa, še posebej med
napravami, ki nimajo natančnih ur, smo vse sisteme povezali v hierarhično strukturo
protokola NTP.
V sklopu podatkovnega nivoja smo postavili porazdeljen datotečni sistem GlusterFS,
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ki je odporen na delne izpade omrežja. Vozlišča so tako kot pri ostalih rešitvah povezana
hierarhično. Povezovanje naprav, ki niso priključene v obstoječe omrežje, smo omogočili
preko vzpostavitve dostopnih točk WiFi in Bluetooth in avtomatske povezave v prvem
koraku oskrbovanja naprave.
III Evalvacija
Evalvacija orodja mast je kvalitativna. Merjenje zmogljivosti s številskimi vrednostmi
za naš primer nima smisla, saj primerjave s podobnim sistemom ni mogoče smiselno
izvesti. Zmogljivost je namreč večinsko pogojena z zmogljivostjo strojne opreme in ne s
programsko opremo, zato se osredotočimo na ponujen nabor funkcionalnosti.
Začnemo s prvo odločitvijo arhitekture – zmožnostjo gostovanja poljubnega števila
nivojev v hierarhiji naprav. Ta lastnost omogoči delovanje sistema ob izpadu lokalnega
omrežja, saj lahko podskupine naprav delujejo neodvisno v omejenem obsegu. Tako
je možno tudi gostujoče aplikacije zasnovati na enak način. Neodvisnost podskupin je
nepopolna, ker je korensko vozlišče posebno, saj gostuje Ansible AWX in ima vlogo
korena zaupanja.
Neodvisnost je omogočena z neodvisnimi povezavami OpenVPN. Povezovanje naprav
in komunikacija med njimi sta izjemno enostavna zaradi uporabe spretno zastavljene
sheme naslovov IPv6. Pri priključitvi nove naprave v sistem mora zanjo vedeti samo
njen starš, ki ji nudi povezljivost. Konfiguracije ostalih naprav ni potrebno posodobiti,
komunikacija pa je nemudoma omogočena. Uporaba protokola IPv6 ima pomembno
prednost tudi pri povezovanju modernih mikrokrmilnikov in senzorjev v sistem. Naprave,
ki podpirajo protokola IEEE 802.15.4[32] ali 6LoWPAN[22] je možno priključiti popol-
noma transparentno, saj prevajanje komunikacijskih protokolov ni potrebno, kar močno
poenostavi zasnovo sistema.
Ko primerjamo povezljivost orodja mast z ostalimi sistemi, ki so trenutno na voljo,
trdimo, da je naš pristop veliko bolj fleksibilen in ima manj slabosti. Ostale rešitve ne
povezujejo sistemov kot celote, temveč nudijo povezavo podatkovnih tokov od senzorjev
do oblaka in nazaj. Če želimo razviti aplikacijo, ki se ne sklada s to omejitvijo, ima mast
veliko močnejši pristop.
Obstoječe rešitve tudi ne omogočajo ustvarjanja novih poti povezljivosti. Naša rešitev
nudi tri možnosti povezave: po obstoječem omrežju, ki ga uporabnik priskrbi sam – npr.
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povezava preko lokalnega kabelskega omrežja – ali preko dostopnih točk WiFi ali Blue-
tooth. Sistem mast ob oskrbovanju nove naprave sam poskrbi za konstrukcijo omrežja
in priključitev na tisto, ki ga je ustvarila starševska naprava.
Področje varnosti pri razvoju ni bilo deležno veliko pozornosti. Komunikacija je
zaščitena znotraj navideznega zasebnega omrežja, a težava naprave, ki jo je napadalec
že prevzel, je, da je zmožna prestrezati promet, ki teče skozi njo – napravam privzeto
zaupamo. Kljub temu je to v skladu z obstoječimi rešitvami, ki izkazujejo enake težave.
Proces dodajanja nove naprave v sistem je enako enostaven kot pri najbolj zmogljivih
konkurenčnih rešitvah. Potrebna je registracija nove naprave v sistemu preko pro-
gramskega vmesnika, iz kjer pridobimo priključitveni paket. Uporabnik požene izvedljivo
datoteko znotraj paketa in počaka na konec postopka. To je način oskrbovanja z enim
dotikom (angl. one–touch provisioning), saj se naprave dotaknemo le enkrat – za zagon
namestitvenega paketa.
Podatkovni nivo je zmožnost orodja mast, ki je ostala podobna orodja ne nudijo.
Kot ekvivalent priključenim hrambam v IaaS distribuirani datotečni sistem nudi deljen
dostop do datotek. Zaradi manjših komunikacijskih zmogljivosti med robnimi napravami,
še posebej pri uporabi protokola Bluetooth, je potrebna pazljivost pri uporabi. Datotečni
sistem je najbolj primeren za deljenje konfiguracijskih datotek in ostalih manjših skupkov
podatkov, ki se ne spreminjajo pogosto.
Nekatere rešitve, kot je Azure IoT, nudijo zmožnost postavitve poljubnih aplikacij v
okviru njihove robne naprave. To je omejeno na nepriviligirane vsebnike Docker, mast
pa te omejitve nima. Uporabnik lahko uporabi vse zmogljivosti naprav v sistemu, saj
lahko za konfiguracijo in postavitev aplikacij uporabi Ansible, ki omogoča popoln nadzor
sistema. Ta pristop je veliko bolj fleksibilen, saj z njim lahko emuliramo ostale tako,
da na napravah vzpostavimo demon Docker in na njem poganjamo aplikacije, a nas ne
omejuje v smislu arhitektur in tehnologij, ki jih uporabljamo.
IV Sklep
Z obširnim pregledom področja in ustvarjanjem orodja mast smo implementirali novo
orodje, ki uporablja in razširja tehnologije, ki se že razširjeno uporabljajo v modernem
oblaku, ter deluje na robu. Implementacija je uspela, validirali pa smo jo tudi na skupku
realnih naprav, povezanih v kompleksno strukturo. Evalvacija je pokazala, da je orodje
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v svoji zasnovi konkurenčno obstoječim in nudi nov, fleksibilen pristop k reševanju prob-
lematike povezovanja robnih naprav.
Orodje je znatno različno od ostalih, ki so trenutno na voljo, saj se osredotoča na
infrastrukturo, ne platformo, torej ne predpisuje programskega izvajalnega okolja za gos-
tujoče aplikacije. Prav tako ni omejen na aplikacije IoT, in podpira vsakršno uporabo v
sklopu računanja na robu.
Nadaljnje izboljšave vidimo v smeri stabilizacije orodja in prijaznosti do uporabnika.
Nekatere funkcionalnosti, ki jih je možno implementirati za takojšnjo izboljšavo so, v
naključnem vrstnem redu: ustvarjanje svojega uporabniškega vmesnika, pregled varnosti
naprav in površine za napade, zmožnost konfiguracije požarnih zidov, eksplicitna pod-
pora omrežjem 802.15.4 in 6LoWPAN, podpora za visoko dostopnost kontrolerja mast,
sprememba drevesne strukture v usmerjen graf in posledično vpeljava protokolov za us-
merjanje in integracija v drug sistem za upravljanje infrastrukture.
V prihodnosti vidimo razvoj področja računalništva na robu v nišnih scenarijih, kjer je
mobilnost naprav na prvem mestu in računanja ni možno posredovati v oblak. Obstoječe
rešitve velikih podjetij, ki že imajo druge povezane produkte, bodo prevzele večino trga,
a nišna industrijska orodja bodo prisotna za uporabo, ki je prejšnja ne pokrijejo. Velika
ovira na tem področju je popularnost, saj se neznano orodje težko dokaže v morju ostalih
podobnih. Za razvoj računalništva na robu bi se moralo podjetje z velikim tržnim deležem
razširiti v ta prostor, s svojo priljubljenostjo pa bi lahko dobili dovolj zagona za uspeh in
napredek celotnega področja. Kljub temu je uporabno vrednost računalništva na robu
težko najti, kar je prvi problem, ki ga je treba rešiti za nadaljnjo motivacijo za raziskave
na tem področju.
1 Introduction
Let us first ask ourselves what edge computing is. What is the edge? Where does the
edge end and the core start? Once we know that, we can manage to understand the
implications in attempting to extend existing paradigms of control over infrastructures
to devices with significantly different characteristics compared to the ones we expect from
a traditional cloud.
Extending an existing software infrastructure used to manage hardware infrastructure
primarily means integrating into a tool already widely used—although that is simplifying
the issue. What are the unique challenges faced when moving to the edge? Is management
of edge devices possible in the same sense as management of tightly–controlled servers
or virtual machines that form a cloud?
We take a closer look into all these issues, and more. By analysing existing solutions
and observing characteristics frequently lacking to fulfil the concept of infrastructure
management, we are able to design and implement a new system that adapts to the
requirements of the edge.
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1.1 Problem space
The problem to solve is not immediately clear. As will be discussed in detail in Section 2.1,
even terminology in the field of edge computing is not clear and while cloud computing
has concepts that are widely agreed upon, there is little agreement on specifics regarding
the edge. A significant part of this thesis is dedicated to arguing about the problems to
solve and the very necessity to solve them.
Section 1.2 will discuss the specific goals we want to achieve and the steps to do so.
There are broadly two distinct parts to this work: Chapter 2, which is an extended liter-
ature overview and Chapter 3, which uses information gathered in the previous chapters
to construct and implement a new solution. If the reader would like to be given a primary
guideline or motivation, it is an attempted unification of Infrastructure as a Service and
edge devices. However, this guideline only makes sense when retrospectively describ-
ing the research—it was not the primary motivator, but instead took form throughout
working towards a solution of the titular problem.
The limits on research we impose upon ourselves to constrain our work are that we
want to stay in the field of edge computing, not treading onto current trends of cloud
computing. This means that the issue of serverless computing and its questionable differ-
ences to Platforms as a Service is not explored, and neither is deploying applications on
the infrastructure. We bring our Proof of Concept implementation to a point completely
usable to fulfil scenarios described later, even demonstrated on physical hardware, but
far from production–ready. An important aspect omitted from this work is any spe-
cialisation for a specific industrial scenario. As there are numerous applications of edge
computing, we identify only the common patterns and forgo any specifics, such as com-
municating via industry–standard machine–to–machine protocols, managing devices in
extreme environments or ensuring reliability at levels an industrial application would
require. The implemented result aims to be at research level, not at one directly usable
in a missing–critical scenario.
1.2 Goals
Readers do not need to be aware of the specifics of edge computing, as it will be defined
throughout the thesis. General knowledge of software engineering and cloud computing
is presumed, however specific technologies will be described separately to aid deeper
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understanding.
Our first task is to define specifics for existing terminology to establish concepts
that will be used throughout this thesis (Section 2.2). Once we have a solid base of
understanding, we need to dive deeper and make an overview of the current research in
order to identify historical and current trends, the possibilities and the challenges faced
by researchers of the field, from which we will then source important baseline capabilities
for further implementation. Alongside research, as an active field also in industry, we
need to do a similar overview of implementations currently in the wild (Section 2.3).
Doing this will not only increase our understanding of the current offers on the market
and indirectly spot user and industry requirements, it will also serve as a benchmark for
our own, competing implementation.
The second task is to plan our implementation (Section 3.1). Sourcing ideas from our
research, we reason about features missing from existing implementations and research
that regard the concept of IaaS and draft a specification of a management architecture.
This needs to extend from, or integrate into, existing concepts or tools used to manage
cloud infrastructure, doing so as seamlessly as possible. A major goal is to create a
transparent bridge across the gap between the cloud and the edge, while still being
aware of the limitations and specifics edge scenarios imply.
Third, we implement features according to our plan (Section 3.2) into a product we
name mast1. There are no limitations set on the languages or platforms used, but we do
constrain our artefact to be usable, but not production–ready.
The fourth and final goal, arguably the most important, is to evaluate our solution
(Chapter 4). A comparison to existing solutions is needed to identify strengths and
weaknesses, areas to improve and areas that improve upon the existing state of the art.
1.3 An example scenario
To provide a real-life theoretical example of the usage of an edge/IoT framework, we
construct a scenario that will allow us to ground our further evaluation and comparisons
in reality.
Consider the case of a fictional municipal provider of smart apartments for apartment
complexes, Apartmentelligence. They would like to install sensors and other smart devices
1Named after a ship’s mast, which connects the main body to the sails.
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in multiple complexes they manage to gather data on electricity consumption, heating
and access. Due do strict privacy requirements for handling such data, the company is
reluctant to use cloud IoT services, such as Azure, AWS or GCP and, because of their
existing pool of engineering talent, would rather develop and host the software themselves
in order to establish dominance in the smart apartment niche.
Market research has shown that potential homeowners desire the following features:
external control of apartment heating,
automatic light control in corridors,
keycard-based access to the building and apartments,
external and internal security cameras accessible by any owner,
remotely controlled parking gates and
a smart message board at the entrance and online.
Apartmentelligence also has several requirements for their product. It must
constrain data within each apartment building, without transmitting it outwards,
enable easy installation and replacement of new edge devices and sensors,
be forward-facing in supporting modern connectivity technologies,
be resilient to network connection loss to each complex and
must be future-proof enough to run data analytics at the edge.
Clearly, no one existing solution is suitable for their needs and a custom suite of
applications will need to be developed. Solution architects decide that there are two
significantly different ways to design the overall architecture, either
1. use a cloud-based IoT framework with the ability of having edge devices or
2. use a completely self-hosted infrastructure.
Both approaches have merits and demerits. They will be explored in further sections
in the context of evaluating and comparing solutions.
2 Background
Parts of this research have been published separately in [21].
2.1 Concepts
As a preface, it is necessary to explain abbreviations relevant to this field in a manner
more detailed than a traditional abbreviation list. The main reason for this being the
complicated nature of the interpretation of terms in existing literature, which can differ
and overlap between researchers. Another, lesser reason is that most of these terms
are not technical—they are used primarily in marketing and are established to varying
degrees: from simple buzzwords for concepts not yet fully explored and agreed upon,
to widely-recognised terms for wide concepts that need to be mentioned frequently and
concisely at the expense of specificity.
To clarify and disambiguate further discussion, we list established terms we found to
have an unclear meaning in existing literature, and also those that are yet emerging and
may be new to the reader.
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Terms under the XaaS umbrella
Something as a Service is a widely used term that can be used for serving something over
the network in a managed way. The three most used terms, with quite clear definitions,
are IaaS (Infrastructure), PaaS (Platform) and SaaS (Software); their differences, along
with applicability to the matter at hand will be discussed in later sections.
Other terms in this family are being used in this field, however. They all have their
roots in one of the above three terms, but are used to describe a more specific service.
Things–aaS[1] and Smart Object–aaS[5] are concepts of exposing sensors, actuators and
devices to the network by providing managed bridges as an interface between a traditional
networked component and things that may or may not have been originally designed
to connect to a network as a managed object. Sensing–aaS[5, 15] and Sensing and
Actuation–aaS[1, 5, 13] are similar concepts, but deal with exposing the sensing and/or
actuation capabilities of devices rather than the devices themselves, providing a further
abstraction layer between data sources and data consumers.
More such terms exist: Data–aaS, City Infrastructure–aaS are examples of different
terms for more or less the same concept, shared between all previously mentioned terms:
making some kind of data available over the network in a managed system. This is seen
to be a layer below, or a companion layer to, IaaS with the aim of providing an extension
to the infrastructure, platform or service. Existing research on this will be presented in
Section 2.2.1.
The Cloud
The meaning of the cloud deserves special mention because, even though it is used in
contemporary literature without any doubt as to its meaning, it also encompasses a very
wide concept not easily compressible into a single word without loss of resolution. A
clear definition is useful to define, specifically, the characteristics this work would like to
emphasise most when using the term.
The foremost characteristic would be one of abstraction: a cloud should somehow
abstract physical or virtual resources and expose them under a managed interface. Fol-
lowing that, the physical location and ownership of those resources should not matter
any more than for performance characteristics and potential billing. Security is a difficult
aspect when discussing clouds, as a threat model needs to be clearly defined along the
many characteristics a cloud-based infrastructure has or may present.
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Fog, Edge and IoT
Moving into the recently–emerged research field of IoT (Internet of Things) cloud plat-
form providers, fog, edge and IoT are seldom strongly defined and are often used some-
what interchangeably without regard to the differences in meaning they take on within
an article and, especially, across different works by different authors. We present the
definition of these terms used in our paper based not necessarily on any specific existing
research, but on our cumulative understanding of the field and on what seems most sen-
sible for them to be separate terms, accompanied with the ambiguities present in existing
literature.
To start, we understand that a complete architecture of a system using these com-
ponents is hierarchical, with components most often arranged in a directed tree. While
general directed acyclic graph structures of the architecture are possible, they are not
used in practise, presumably because of the parsing and implementation simplicity of the
former. Architectures are layered and always ordered with the cloud at the top, followed
by the fog and edge layers, concluding with the IoT layer. The edge, fog and IoT layers
may be omitted to simplify the architecture.
The lowest layer and, arguably, the most clearly defined, is the layer of IoT devices.
It is the layer of sensors and actuators that interact with the environment. Our definition
is slightly stricter and includes the restriction that these devices do not run a traditional
operating system. They may run a real-time operating system on microcontrollers and
even be capable of networking, but applications still need to be written for that specific
device (or processor architecture, or System on a Chip), separately from higher-level
systems. Additionally, this layer may have multiple levels, as networking-capable devices
may connect to wired sensors to read their output. Examples of devices include three-
wire temperature sensors, programmable microcontrollers, Smart Home networking hubs
and Bluetooth-capable all-in-one sensor packages.
Next is the edge device layer. It consists of devices capable of IP-based networking
running an operating system offering remote configuration, connectivity and being able
to execute applications on-demand, including applications which did not exist at the
time of their deployment. The devices connect to IoT devices hierarchically below them,
most often wirelessly over a possibly non-IP-based network (such as Bluetooth[20] or
Thread[48]). These devices can process the gathered data and execute other tasks, as they
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are capable of being instructed and reconfigured on-the fly. Examples of these devices
include single-board computers with GPIO pins and alternative network connectivity, and
conventional laptops placed to gather data from multiple Bluetooth-only IoT devices.
Unconventional devices commonly classified as being in the edge also exist. A common
one is the smartphone, which is not completely freely programmable, at least trivially, and
it does include a wide range of sensors. Running general purpose applications on them
can be difficult, but is definitely possible within the constraints posed by the permissions
of the underlying operating system. The inherent mobility also presents a new challenge.
Augmented reality headsets or their companion carry–on computers are an uncommon
device, but could also be classified as an edge device. An interesting aspect with those is
that they require heavy, real–time processing for their basic functionalities, but can be
improved with processing more data off–device, for example in a cloud.
The fog layer is the most ill-defined term in the current literature. Frequently, no
distinction is made between the fog and edge layers and, in fact, there is little need to
make one. In computing, the fog is a general-purpose term used for devices between
the topmost cloud layer and another layer below them, with the primary differentiator
being their primary role in bridging logical connections. For our purposes, this layer is
equivalent to the edge layer and can only logically exist when the edge layer has multiple
sub-layers of devices.
A distinction also needs to be made between a fog and a fog device. The former is
used as a term that encompasses a frequently geographically–based group of devices on all
layers excluding the cloud. On the other hand, the latter is exclusively a single device that
has, in its control or communication hierarchy, an edge device below it. It is of the same
type and of the same capabilities as the edge device below it (sans alternative network
connectivity), but is frequently more powerful and offers computational oﬄoading.
The cloud layer, as the top of the hierarchy, has already been described in the previ-
ous section. One may note that devices such as routers, the primary purpose of which is
networking, are not included, even though they must exist for any meaningful infrastruc-
ture as described to exist. This is because they are a supporting layer, not specific to a
single position in the hierarchy but instead omnipresent, in many forms, across all pre-
viously outlined layers. Devices that function as both the network infrastructure and a
participating member of the upper infrastructure can also exist, but, in that case, would
be evaluated separately as one or the other, depending on context.
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Figure 2.1 The cloud, edge and IoT layers as understood in this work.
Industry 4.0 and Smart-things
There are various terms for the modernisation of concepts with, primarily, IoT technolo-
gies. Smart homes, cars, boats and Industry 4.0, which can be called Smart Industry,
all deal with adding features to existing products and processes by adding automated
sensing and decision-making in place of a human operator. Here, monitoring is a feature
most existing platforms add by default, as collected data or system status can be easily
displayed in graphical plots and offer immediate value to a user. Other, smarter decisions
are features specific to each platform.
2.1.1 IaaS and PaaS for the Edge
Leaving aside SaaS, which is out of scope for IoT platforms and instead focuses on end-
user applications, the IaaS and PaaS concepts can be extended to the edge. To proceed,
we first need to understand what the concepts offer us and how they can be translated
into a new environment.
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Infrastructures versus platforms
The main difference between IaaS and PaaS is that the former allows direct use of hard-
ware resources, albeit virtualised or somehow isolated, while the latter offers an ab-
stracted development platform and software lifecycle and hides the actual underlying
hardware[6]. The type of deployment, whether private, public or hybrid, is orthogonal.
For managed infrastructures, what a user expects is that the amount, location and
capabilities of underlying hardware are abstracted into a logically contiguous pool. The
hardware differences may be exposed in a management tool, but differences in the actual
management of the hardware, such as device provisioning and failure handling, should
not be visible.
For managed platforms, the underlying hardware should be completely hidden, to
the level of the application being redundant to failure of the underlying hardware. The
development platforms usually offer an opinionated software development process specific
to the platform.
The terms IaaS, PaaS and SaaS are also defined by NIST[12], the main difference be-
tween them being the level of control over the application and infrastructure. With SaaS,
the application is the only entrypoint into the system, whereas with PaaS, a user also
has control over its deployment. Finally, with IaaS, the explicit need for an application
disappears as what is provided are fundamental computing resources.
Extending concepts to the Edge
To transfer IaaS and PaaS to the area of edge devices, we need to know the benefits and
drawbacks to using devices not situated in traditional data centre environments, which
offer security, power management and a reliable hardware deployment setting.
Placing devices at the edge, for example in a factory floor or throughout an airport
provides no redundancy found in a data centre—there is only a single power supply with
no external management, a single network link with potentially low-performing upstream
equipment. Additionally, physical security is an issue as devices are placed where anyone,
potentially even the general public, can access them—which can be somewhat limited in
high–security areas such as airports and factories, but access is still less directly restricted
and controlled as it would be in a data centre. This presents a difficult issue in hardware
and network security, as new threat models need to be considered that have previously
been ignored.
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On the other hand, there are application-specific benefits that placing devices in situ
bring. A factory often lacks the necessary infrastructure for a proper data centre, an
airport may have its own data centre but require smart sensing devices to analyse data
from customers or even manage point-of-sale terminals. Even with the lack of local device
redundancy, in an event of a wider network outage, the local network, where the edge
devices are placed, could be retained, offering a limited set of functionalities locally.
An extension of that is a reduction of decision-making latency that could be achieved
by not contacting a distant server through a WAN but instead making decisions on the
edge device, where network latency can be several orders of magnitude lower, enabling
applications where real-time decisions are crucial. The data security aspect could also be
important: privacy constraints could limit data transfer to a cloud service. In this case,
having devices capable of processing data in a compliant location could be the only way
for an application to operate.
2.2 Related research
This section presents the currently active research topics in the field around edge comput-
ing and IoT platforms, along with the platforms already in use in industrial or research
settings. This will allow us to base our further comparison and evaluation efforts in terms
of evaluations already attempted, choose significant metrics and dimensions of compar-
ing products, and finally help us evaluate our research effort as a whole and assess our
results in the framework of contemporary works.
2.2.1 Research outline
In terms of computing, the appearance of relevant research is not at all recent. The
cloud computing and IoT paradigms started to be widely explored in the mid 2000s,
while the extension to fog/edge computing picked up in the early 2010s. However, due
to many traditional cloud providers having begun to officially implement and support
an IoT solution platform for their ecosystem, and due to the abundance of low–cost
computation units and development boards, research on edge computing platforms and
comparisons between existing solutions have increased in recent years.
Early research likened the cloud IaaS, PaaS and SaaS models to the concept of grid
computing[6], but found a key difference in the grid being used for a small number of
individually computationally very expensive tasks, while the cloud focuses on a large
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number of small or medium tasks and provides scalability. Several key characteristics of
a cloud were identified:
self-service, no administrator intervention for usage,
broad, homogenous network access,
resource pooling, multi-tenancy, possibly via virtualisation,
elasticity and scalability and
resource usage measurement, possibly used for billing.
Among more recent works, research on integration strategies are prevalent, particu-
larly for platforms, with most research not including a comprehensive evaluation, often
with purely theoretical methods or only a very simple proof of concept, or only consider-
ing features as advertised my marketing webpages[5, 16–18]. Authors in [19] present the
differences in company, user and service provider goals and describe ways of governing
platforms with regard to their level of public access, both for users and developers.
Some works claim that most platforms are equivalent and that the only difference
between them is in the terminology used to describe them[8]. They then create a new
set of terminology that is compatible with most platforms, but do not manage to keep
it simple and understandable to non–experts because of the requirement to know many
implementation details of such platforms. A security overview has also been performed[2]
from the technical point of view—based on hardware capabilities to respond to a defined
set of threat vectors.
Most articles appear in conferences or workshops, not journals. There is also no lead-
ing source, as these are spread across around 30 different publications[5]. Authors suggest
stronger evaluation methods, as 15 % of evaluations are done on a purely theoretical ba-
sis and another 40 % are extremely simple single-purpose proof of concept applications.
Solutions can be categorised into four groups, offering varying levels of abstraction:
architecture: purely theoretical proposals,
platform: implementations supporting the development and execution of applica-
tions in hardware or in software,
framework: software directly used in the development process and
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middleware: services applications use.
Within existing platforms and articles, an IoT layer is almost always[7] included—this
is opposed to managing only edge devices for computation. This inclusion is sensible,
as only relocating computation brings little benefit if there is not also a set of inputs or
outputs attached to those edge devices. Sharing sensors plays a significant role[15] in the
architectures which is defined as Sensing-aaS.
The integrations strategies for sharing these low–level devices use various methods.
One project integrates[13] the sensors directly into existing modules in OpenStack[38]:
devices into Nova objects (used for managing compute nodes), sending data into Ceilome-
ter (used for collecting platform metrics), and then displaying the data in a new panel in
Horizon, the existing web dashboard. This is done by running services that interact with
OpenStack on edge devices, which are then connected to IoT devices such as sensors. Ex-
isting features OpenStack provides, such as rule-based triggers, can be used, however the
project does not handle the provisioning of devices—it is limited to manually connecting
devices to the system and subsequent data collection.
Another approach that was used was mapping resources onto the UNIX philosophy of
everything is a file, where sensors were mapped to filesystem objects[4]. This resembles
an IaaS approach of only exposing available resources as a primitive, without providing
any additional services on top—that would be the domain of applications accessing those
entities through the interface the IaaS layer has defined. Because of this low-level inter-
face, authors claim language independence and point out to similarities to the Raspberry
Pi platform exposing GPIO pins as a pseudo-file system. These entities are then grouped
into virtual nodes accessing them, which are then also added to OpenStack through the
system described in [13].
Moving to research on properties of edge and fog computing, there is a tendency to
equate the edge and the fog[1, 11], either explicitly or implicitly by not even mentioning
the edge layer and using the fog to cover its functionalities. However, sources agree on
the main responsibilities, or rather features, that a fog should provide:
storage, or some kind of persistence mechanism for data,
networking, or a way to connect devices between separate networks and
computational oﬄoading.
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The aspect of storage is quite flexible. It may not mean that edge devices necessarily
have large databases present locally and serve data from them, but what is be a basic
requirement is a way to submit data to be saved and later retrieved. An improvement to
this is the fault-tolerance or bandwidth optimisation of such storage systems, but even
a centralised storage in the cloud, managed by the platform, which can be queried later,
is sufficient.
For networking, the solutions are somewhat simpler. An overlay network across all
devices could exist for them to transparently connect to each other via IP, or the de-
vices may each have system-internal unique identifiers that can be routed to appropriate
destinations by managing nodes. Another, higher level solution would be a system-wide
message queue, which would provide a standardised interface for interaction—the system
would only need to ensure correct routing.
An important and often overlooked aspect of edge networking is ensuring reliability.
Compared to data centres, where one can assume that, save for hardware failures, relia-
bility of equipment and connections is high, supported by service level agreements, with
any downtime scheduled in advance. At the edge, devices are in uncontrolled environ-
ments with less reliable hardware. Network connections are not fault tolerant and any
maintenance that requires hardware intervention may result in long response times, as
qualified technicians may not be on–site. Handling this unreliability must therefore also
be done at the software level, or more specifically, at the level of the platform devices
are connected to. Applications should, locally, not fail upon momentary loss of network
connection, and globally, should handle nodes dropping out of the system as a whole, or
the system being split into multiple parts.
When using either the term fog or edge computation, oﬄoading of computation to
other devices is always present. The specific way in which this is implemented is not
prescribed. Whether a grid computing-like solution or spawning applications on other
nodes and communicating with them over the network, low-powered devices must be able
to take advantage of the higher power nodes with more stability to perform non-critical
computation tasks.
Data locality is another term wildly thrown around[9] in the field. In the scope of
a single computer, the term is used for cache hits and misses. Here, in a distributed
environment, it is used for the benefit of each node processing the data that is locally
contained on that node and then reporting the result, instead of aggregating at the cloud
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level and performing the complete computation there, which would increase latency and
bandwidth consumption. However, not all processing is suitable for this: computing a
simple mean value across a dataset can be parallelised in this way, but when computation
depends on at least part of the data that exists on another node, the benefits may quickly
diminish. One must only look to the field of distributed computing to discover challenges
that are present in a very stable and controlled environment of a compute centre, and
then introduce the unreliability, heterogeneity and low performance of devices that exist
at the edge.
Benefits of edge infrastructures, pointed out in literature, most often include the de-
crease in latency due to local computation, which is suitable for smaller tasks[1], where
the balance between data transfer and processing speeds are in favour of the edge. An-
other benefit often mentioned is the increase in privacy. Also related to data locality,
this is because data can be contained and processed in facilities that are compliant to
security and privacy standards, instead of being transferred to a remote cloud.
There are comparatively many challenges infrastructures not completely based in the
cloud, owing to the relative immaturity of research and products currently available. A
not completely technical issue, for example, is identifying uses for such architectures other
than IoT. Sources suggest usage in CDNs (Content Delivery Networks) or in vehicular
networks[11], where benefits other than reading data from local sensors may be utilised.
As for technical challenges, there are multiple. Provisioning components for general-
purpose computation is an issue of reliability and security. Applications must be tolerant
to node dropouts and connection loss, and provide appropriate levels of isolation to avoid
either applications overutilizing resources or malicious applications.
The differences in the capabilities of edge nodes can pose a challenge. Not limited to
the capabilities of sensing and actuation devices connected to the, the base characteristics
can differ significantly. The most obvious aspect being compute capacity, e.g. processing
power and available memory, followed by the available local storage and connection speed.
Some edge devices may be battery-powered, not connected to the mains, which has
consequences resulting from the constrained energy budget and any policies that may
need to ensure devices stay operational.
Expanding on battery-powered edge devices, such devices can also be mobile. This
means that there isn’t a wired connection to the Internet (or no connection at all), that
there may be a mandatory period of time where the device needs to be self–sufficient,
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and that its geographical position can change. This last aspect in particular clashes with
assumptions made by frameworks as they may support geo-distributed deployments, but
not those locations frequently changing.
2.3 Existing implementations
Among the seemingly infinitely many platforms for primarily IoT, but also edge comput-
ing, we have selected 32 to provide a not in-depth, but still detailed overview of. The
goal of this comparison is to achieve a grasp of the functionalities, as advertised, of a
limited set of major and minor platforms that are currently offered on the market. Based
solely on product advertisement pages and developer documentation, no verification has
been done on the quality or accuracy of the functionalities described—this would require
a significant investment of time and funds in order to properly evaluate the many so-
lutions. A comparison of three major players in this market, as will be seen from the
following, will be presented in Section 2.4.
There are several caveats to be noted regarding the choices of compared solutions
within this analysis. The first, arguably most important, is that this is definitely not
a comprehensive list of platforms offering solutions in this niche. The products listed
have been chosen through browsing review papers, through looking at platforms similar
to ones previously identified, and through platforms already known to the authors and
their associates.
The second thing to note is that the platforms here are targeted at developers. Con-
trasted to consumer–oriented platforms offering an IoT experience directly out of the
box, these require a somewhat detailed knowledge of development, connecting sensors
to devices and networks, and managing device infrastructures. The term IoT platform
covers both of these markets, with the consumer-oriented ones often being labelled smart
home platforms, as they serve a specific purpose for the general consumer.
We have chosen around 25 dimensions for the comparison of the platforms, mostly
categorisation and boolean technical feature availability, but also including descriptive
assessments such as developer documentation availability and scope, pricing scheme, and
general popularity. The complete table is shown split into Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. This
comparison was done in February 2019 and data might have changed since then.
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Provider
Main
type
Open
source
Self
hosted
Provider
integration
Analytics/
triggers
Has
GW
Official
devices
1
Carriots/Altair
SmartWorks
PaaS no optional no yes, yes no no
2 Exosite Murano SaaS no optional no yes, yes no Arduino
3 Grovestreams SaaS no optional no yes, yes no no
4
Realtime.io/
ioBridge
SaaS no no no yes, yes no
proprietary,
Arduino
5 Sensorcloud SaaS no no no yes, yes no proprietary
6 Tempoiq SaaS no no no yes, yes no no
7 Thingworx SaaS no optional no yes, yes no
Android,
iOS
8 Wotkit SaaS no no no yes, no no no
9 Lelylan PaaS yes yes no no, yes no no
10
Mathworks
Thingspeak
SaaS yes optional yes yes, yes no no
11 Stack4Things IaaS yes yes no no, no yes no
12 C3 IoT SaaS no no yes yes, n/a no no
13 Parse Platform PaaS yes yes no yes, yes no no
14
Salesforce
IoT
SaaS no no yes yes, n/a no no
15
Oracle
IoT Cloud
PaaS no no yes yes, yes yes no
16 Kaa SaaS yes optional no yes, yes yes no
17 Temboo PaaS no no no yes, yes no Arduino
18
Ayla
IoT Fabric
PaaS no no no yes, yes yes RTOS
19 ThethingsIO PaaS partial optional no yes, yes no no
20 OpenRemote PaaS yes yes no no, yes yes no
21
Cisco
Jasper
IaaS no no no yes, yes no n/a
22 Cumulocity PaaS no gateway no yes, yes yes a lot
23 Cloudplugs PaaS partial optional no yes, yes no
Arduino,
ESP32
24 FIWARE PaaS yes yes no no, yes no no
25 OpenMTC PaaS yes yes no yes, yes no no
26 Sitewhere SaaS yes yes no yes, yes no no
27 Kura PaaS yes yes no no, no no no
28 Node-RED PaaS yes yes no yes, yes no
Arduino,
rPi, Android
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Provider
Main
type
Open
source
Self
hosted
Provider
integration
Analytics/
triggers
Has
GW
Official
devices
29
IBM
Watson IoT
SaaS no no yes yes, yes no n/a
30 AWS IoT PaaS no gateway yes yes, yes yes a lot
31
GCP IoT
/Xively
PaaS no gateway yes yes, yes yes a lot
32 Azure IoT PaaS partial gateway yes yes, yes yes a lot
Table 2.1: Summary platform comparison table, part one.
Provider
Official
languages
Comm
protocols.
IoT
focus
Segment
focus
Authn/z
1
Carriots/Altair
SmartWorks
Java, Groovy REST, MQTT yes none API key
2 Exosite Murano Lua
REST, MQTT,
ws
yes none API key
3 Grovestreams / REST yes none API key
4
Realtime.io/
ioBridge
JS REST yes none API key
5 Sensorcloud Java, C# REST yes none API key
6 Tempoiq
Python, JS,
Ruby, Java, C#
REST, MQTT yes none API key
7 Thingworx
C, C#,
Java, ObjC
REST, MQTT no
Industry
4.0
API key,
LDAP
8 Wotkit / REST yes none
user/pass,
OAuth2
9 Lelylan /
REST, MQTT,
ws
yes none API key
10
Mathworks
Thingspeak
C, Python REST, MQTT yes none API key
11 Stack4Things / REST, CoAP no none API key
12 C3 IoT n/a n/a yes
Industry
4.0
n/a
13 Parse Platform
ObjC, JS, Java,
.NET, PHP
REST yes none API key
14
Salesforce
IoT
/ REST yes Salesforce OAuth2
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Provider
Official
languages
Comm
protocols.
IoT
focus
Segment
focus
Authn/z
15
Oracle
IoT Cloud
JS, Java,
ObjC, C
REST yes none OAuth2
16 Kaa
C++, ObjC,
Java
MQTT, CoAP yes none user/pass
17 Temboo
Java, PHP, C#,
ObjC, py, JS, Ruby
REST, MQTT,
CoAP
yes
Industry
4.0
user/pass,
OAuth2
18
Ayla
IoT Fabric
n/a n/a no none n/a
19 ThethingsIO / REST, MQTT yes none API key
20 OpenRemote /
REST, SNMP,
1wire
yes
smart
home
API key
21
Cisco
Jasper
n/a n/a no none n/a
22 Cumulocity
Java, C++,
C#
REST, MQTT no none user/pass
23 Cloudplugs
Java, C, JS,
ObjC, Python
REST, MQTT,
ws
yes
Industry
4.0
user/pass
24 FIWARE / REST, MQTT yes none API key
25 OpenMTC / REST, MQTT no none API key
26 Sitewhere /
REST, MQTT,
AMQP, CoAP
yes none API key
27 Kura Java REST, MQTT yes none API key
28 Node-RED visual, JS REST, MQTT yes
smart
home
API key
29
IBM
Watson IoT
n/a n/a yes none n/a
30 AWS IoT
Java, .NET, JS, PHP,
py, Ruby, Go, C++
REST, MQTT,
ws
no none cert
31
GCP IoT
/Xively
Java, JS,
py, C++
REST, MQTT no none cert
32 Azure IoT
Java, .NET,
JS, py, C
REST, MQTT,
AMQP
no none
API key,
cert, SASL
Table 2.2: Summary platform comparison table, part two.
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Provider
Alt.
network
Oﬄine
funct.
Pricing Year Docs
1
Carriots/Altair
SmartWorks
Sigfox,
LoRa
no
30 day trial,
quote
2011
open,
moderate
2 Exosite Murano no no quote 2009
open,
moderate
3 Grovestreams no no
free tier,
per I/O, users
2011
open,
very limited
4
Realtime.io/
ioBridge
no no quote 2008
open,
very limited
5 Sensorcloud yes no
free tier, per
transaction, alert
2011
open,
moderate
6 Tempoiq no no trial, quote 2016
open,
limited
7 Thingworx no no trial, quote 2014 videos
8 Wotkit no no quote 2010
open,
very limited
9 Lelylan no no open source 2011
open,
moderate
10
Mathworks
Thingspeak
no no trial, per I/O 2010
open,
extensive
11 Stack4Things no no open source 2014
open,
very limited
12 C3 IoT no no quote 2016 closed
13 Parse Platform no no open source 2011
open,
extensive
14
Salesforce
IoT
no no quote 2015 closed
15
Oracle
IoT Cloud
no no per cpu/hour 2017
open,
extensive
16 Kaa no no
trial, hosted,
self-hosted
2014
open,
extensive
17 Temboo no no trial, quote 2006
open,
extensive
18
Ayla
IoT Fabric
BLE, Z-Wave,
Zigbee
no quote 2010 closed
19 ThethingsIO
LoRa, NB-IoT
Sigfox
no
trial, quote, per
device/message
2013
open,
extensive
20 OpenRemote no yes
open source,
quote
2016
open,
extensive
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Provider
Alt.
network
Oﬄine
funct.
Pricing Year Docs
21
Cisco
Jasper
NB-IoT no quote 2004 closed
22 Cumulocity
LoRa,
Sigfox
yes
trial, quote,
per device
2010
open,
extensive
23 Cloudplugs
LoRa, BLE,
Z-Wave
no quote 2014
partially open,
extensive
24 FIWARE no no open source 2011
open,
limited
25 OpenMTC Zigbee no open source 2017
open,
very limited
26 Sitewhere no no
community,
quote
2010
open,
limited
27 Kura no no open source 2013
open,
moderate
28 Node-RED no no open source 2013
open,
extensive
29
IBM
Watson IoT
no no
per instance,
feature, quote
2015 closed
30 AWS IoT no yes
per call, device,
action, tx
2017
open,
extensive
31
GCP IoT
/Xively
no no
per call,
data, tx
2017
open,
moderate
32 Azure IoT no yes
per unit, action,
message, device
2016
open,
very extensive
Table 2.3: Summary platform comparison table, part three.
Non–technical comparisons
The first comparison concerns the overall types of the platforms as described in previous
sections: IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. As general cloud provider features are usually classified
into these three groups, we have attempted to do the same for the ones in the scope of
this comparison, but to little avail. The categories listed in the comparison table are very
approximate and often bleed over to others. What the categories mean is as follows:
PaaS is the most general, where a developer is offered an environment to create
applications targeting IoT or edge devices in, with the support of the platform.
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SaaS then limits or focuses on providing a ready–made web-based solution,
while IaaS focuses solely on connecting devices or sensors into a cohesive group,
managing only their existence and connection, without offering gathering sensor
data or analytics.
There is then a great deal of diversity on the axes of whether the software is open-
source and able to be self-hosted. Almost half of the solutions are at least partially, but
mostly completely, open-source, some being community-supported projects, while others
being commercial products. The ability to self-host components of the platform also
differs, with the vast majority of open-source components being mandatorily self-hosted,
and about half of the non–open–source providers allow a complete or partial (gateway)
deployment of their software on-premises. The usage requirements for these features
vary, and a wide range of combinations is available to accommodate that.
Some platforms integrate their features with ones offered by other products by the
same manufacturer: these are all from companies with existing offerings, branching out to
the IoT segment. The integrations are in the scope of device management, by integrating
into an existing list of hardware, and always also in the scope of analytics, where data
gathered by the IoT platform is able to be processed by an existing pipeline product.
There are not many entries that do not offer analytics and data-based triggers out of the
box—the ability to connect sensors and instantly see their outputs and show alerts based
at least on predefined thresholds seems to be a basic feature virtually every platform
offers. Almost every platform comes with a web dashboard where data can be visualised,
with the exceptions of Thingspeak[36], where visualisation is performed in MATLAB,
and Stack4Things[36], which is a pure IaaS platform based on OpenStack, and has a
dashboard to show connected devices, but does not offer an insight into their data.
Most platforms support only two architecture layers, the cloud and IoT, however some
platforms offering partial on–premises deployment also have the option of an explicit
gateway. Compared to the layers described in Section 2.1, the cloud layer is always
present, whereas there is no differentiation between the devices that this thesis would
divide into the edge and IoT layers. The gateways are always in the edge layer, as they
act as intermediaries to the cloud, possibly with some limited local functionality.
Almost half of the platforms offer some support for IoT devices. This ranges from
usage tutorials to complete frameworks, including a real-time operating system tailored to
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the device and framework. The Arduino and Raspberry Pi devices, being generally very
popular, are also very widely supported, accompanied sometimes by support of Android
devices or other microcontrollers. Frameworks excelling in this category, supporting a
wide range of devices, are Cumulocity[45], AWS IoT[23], Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
IoT[30] and Azure IoT[37], with the latter having an exceptionally large number of devices
with software and integrations tailored to them.
Technical comparisons
All platforms offer a programming language-agnostic way to interface with the platform
with an HTTP API. Most offer examples for access through at least one programming
language, and some also offer an official SDK to aid development. The presence of these
features is often correlated with the popularity of a framework and the quality of its
documentation. Languages most frequently appearing in examples and SDKs are, in no
particular order, Java, Python, C, C# and JavaScript.
For sending sensor data, apart from HTTP calls in the REST pattern, MQTT is
frequently used, also for streaming data from the platform, followed less frequently by
WebSockets, AMQP and CoAP. SiteWhere is, among the analysed platforms, the frame-
work with the most supported communication protocols.
Most platforms focus solely on IoT, which means only focusing on acquiring and
processing sensor data, either without or with limited ability to run other computation
or applications on the platform. About a third are generalised to be able to operate
under the edge computing paradigm to varying degrees—these are mostly the ones also
offering an edge gateway solution. Within the IoT-focused frameworks, there is not often
a focus on a specific segment of the industry, but about a quarter do: mostly focusing
on targeting Industry 4.0, with some also explicitly targeting the smart home market.
As cloud providers offer many ways of deploying functionalities, we have looked for
the presence of those same capabilities in IoT/edge frameworks. Two specific features
are modern, non-traditional ways are the ability to deploy containers and the ability
to run something akin to the Function-aaS paradigm. Only one framework, OpenMTC,
advertised the ability to deploy and run application Docker containers. However, running
FaaS (Function as a Service)–like applications is possible in four frameworks: Node-RED
and Apache Kura offer the ability of visual programming, thethings.io offers a cloud code
sandbox and execution environment, while AWS IoT is an overwhelming leader in this
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area, offering an actual FaaS implementation, also being able to deploy that code on
edge gateway devices instead of the cloud, which progresses the idea of edge computing,
albeit in the context of IoT.
Moving on to more technical features, security is of great importance for any ap-
plication, more so for applications communicating over the network, and is of foremost
importance for IoT devices, which have gained, in recent years, a notoriety of being in-
secure due to the low awareness of consumers as to the best practices and pitfalls when
handling a multitude of networked devices, connected to an unmanaged network.
Most examined solutions use API keys to access the provider’s HTTP API, with
sometimes these keys being tied to a single device, but mostly being tied to an account.
This authentication sometimes uses the OAuth2 standard. The second most frequent
authentication method is HTTP Basic authentication with a username and password
and the third is client X.509 certificate authentication, which AWS IoT, GCP IoT and
Azure IoT use. Exceptions from the norm are Thingworx, which also permits LDAP
authentication, and Oracle IoT Cloud, which limits security to 1024-bit RSA, which is,
according to NIST, no longer appropriate[3] for cryptographic protection.
Some platforms offer explicit support for alternative networking protocols. They are,
in order of decreasing frequency of support: LoRa, Sigfox, ZigBee, Bluetooth, Z-Wave
and NB-IoT. This is used for collecting data from remote sensors into a gateway device
to send it to an upstream server. Only Kaa explicitly mentions preserving device battery
life by batching updates. For functioning without or with an intermittent connection to
the Internet, AWS IoT and Azure IoT stand out with explicit support for intermittent
connectivity, offering a subset of functionalities locally in that situation.
About a third of the platforms offer the ability to update device configuration re-
motely. Some of those even support remote Over the Air (OTA) firmware updates.
AWS IoT and Azure IoT stand out with a well–thought–out process for remote device
provisioning and in–situ updates and management.
Pricing and popularity
Pricing schemes for the platforms is extremely varied. Open source components are
offered for free or with paid plans for hosted solutions, while others have various methods
of managing costs. Some have bulk packages with quotas, some have prices scaling with
the number of connected devices. Bigger platforms from existing cloud service providers
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have very verbose pricing plans, charging by the number of actions performed, API calls,
bytes transferred, in very small increments. A number of the projects, particularly those
not generally popular, do not have public pricing plans, instead requiring a direct contact
for a pricing inquiry.
According to when these platforms were released, or their companies founded, there
was a surge of new platforms in the years 2010 and 2011, and the number of new platforms
per year seems steady, judging from this limited dataset.
According to search term popularity in Google Trends, we have categorised the plat-
forms into five categories of non-linearly decreasing popularity, where the magnitude of
popularity in each group is approximately similar over time. The categories and their
members are:
1. very high popularity: Node-RED, AWS IoT, GCP IoT, Azure IoT
2. high popularity: Thingworx, Mathworks Thingspeak, FIWARE
3. low popularity: ioBridge, C3 IoT, Salesforce IoT, Temboo, OpenRemote, Cisco
Jasper, Cumulocity
4. very low popularity: Oracle IoT Cloud, Kaa, Sitewhere
5. extremely low popularity: Grovestreams, Tempoiq, Lelylan, thethings.io, Cloud-
plugs
Other platforms do not appear on Google Trends, signifying them not being popular at
all. Of course, we recognise that this metric of popularity may not be strongly correlated
to the quality of the service, but as both commercial as well as community interest and
support is often beneficial to development, this is an important aspect to mention.
As this information was mostly sourced from publicly available documentation, the
scope and extensiveness of particularly developer documentation has been evaluated.
Most platforms have at least some documentation available publicly, while some, partic-
ularly those focused on the enterprise, have no public documentation aimed at developers.
The quality of documentation varies, with Azure IoT having, by far, the most detailed
and in-depth documentation out of all investigated platforms, explaining the complete
architecture of the platform and providing working code and examples using each feature.
There are some entries in the table for which data was not available—or rather,
the data was not discovered during our investigation. This is because of non-existent
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documentation on high–level or developer features, but may also just be a data gathering
oversight.
Notes
During data gathering, we noticed that some projects, particularly those created through
projects funded by the European Union’s research incentives, became abandonware—
after a brief period of activity, the projects ceased operation, but left pages with outdated
information available. Two examples of such projects are Stack4things and FIWARE,
with the latter seeming active, but, after a deeper look, does not offer any benefits that
would make it a better choice over any other framework. This is in spite of the seemingly
large popularity on Google Trends.
There are a few platforms that stand out from others in particular aspects. The first
one, Cisco Jasper, is the only platform focused purely on infrastructure management.
Concerned with networks and devices, it offers no IoT sensor integration or code execution
capabilities, but offers monitoring of infrastructure parameters.
Ayla IoT Fabric and OpenRemote are the only frameworks offering data sharing
between users—the idea being that multiple users, deploying the platform, connect their
devices into a wider network, giving users the possibility of selectively sharing sensor
data with other users.
Kaa deserves an honourable mention because it provides an interesting combination of
features. Offering a mature platform, with on-premises and hosted deployment options,
and also being open-source, it provides a good starting point for projects developing an
application and needing an underlying platform under their control.
AWS IoT, GCP IoT and Azure IoT are seemingly the most mature and popular prod-
ucts, objectively offering the most features, with integrations in to the wider platforms
of their respective providers. This brings us to perform an analysis of their features and
performance.
2.4 Implementation comparison
Comparing platforms is a somewhat difficult matter. Goals need to be set to both
limit and ensure the scope of evaluated features. Authors in [5] point out the lack of
detailed comparisons and/or evaluations of frameworks. We believe this is in no small
part due to the relative immaturity of the field, which does not provide key metrics—
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KPIs for the more management oriented—that solutions should strive to, apart from the
feature set. Evaluating a real–world scenario is extremely difficult as there are numerous
completely different usage patterns, ranging from simple consumer home IoT platforms
to large industrial deployments requiring utmost reliability. Conversely, evaluating just
a small proof–of–concept application has no chance of showing the scalability or any
unpredictable issues that might arise due to real–world constraints.
The monetary and temporal cost of doing any such comparison is also an issue. Due
to the reasons outlined above, reliably estimating the relative quality of a solution among
a set of candidates takes quite a lot of time, as implementations and general framework
design might differ greatly between even similar feature sets, requiring the evaluator to
not only implement multiple patterns, but also consider the similarities and differences
between the features not only in the scope of technical capabilities, but also operational
cost.
Our comparison, when categorising between in–depth and simple proof–of–concept
ones, falls in the latter. However, we strive to identify key properties an application
might have, propose a simplified architecture, then perform the comparison based on
real–world metrics.
Apart from the difficulty in performing the comparison itself, there is also the issue of
even deciding on the candidates in the first place. Different platforms cover different tar-
get market segments, so only similar solutions can really be directly compared. Another
issue is the availability of the platforms themselves, as some are offered by large B2B
industrial vendors not as a simple downloadable application or a public hosted service.
This, and their popularity, led us to choose Microsoft Azure IoT, Google Cloud Plat-
form IoT and Amazon AWS IoT as the platforms to compare. In terms of market
segment focus these are not focused on any specific application, and offer a wide range
of functionalities—see Section 2.3. They are also very similar to each other in terms
of popularity, as all three are offered by existing widely used cloud vendors that have
expanded their offering with IoT and edge computing services.
2.4.1 Comparison methodology
We will define a non–trivial architecture based on the common patterns and requirements
for IoT and edge applications. Coupled with hardware choices, this will present a base
for our assumptions and allow us to make arguments for and against different solutions.
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This setup will be implemented so far as to identify the basic building blocks and their
mappings to functionalities that the platforms offer if such mappings, exist. While this
method prevents us in seeing any large-scale benefits or drawbacks pertaining to integra-
tion, but allows us to provide a more focused and portable comparison, we will attempt
to include the potential coupling of components into our consideration.
2.4.2 Hardware choices
Even though we want to compare software platforms, the hardware they run on is im-
portant as it determines the flexibility and requirements of each. We have decided upon
four significantly different hardware platform types to use in our comparison:
Intel NUC: an Ultra Small Form Factor (USFF) PC, a desktop computer, x86,
Intel Compute Stick: a non-traditional, very small format of a PC–on–a–stick, x86,
Raspberry Pi 3B: a popular platform for IoT projects, ARM and
ESP32: a popular Bluetooth/WiFi-enabled microcontroller, proprietary RISC.
Each device has its own role, sometimes multiple, as will be later seen in Figure 2.2.
The Intel NUC acts as a gateway and computation device, as it has considerable hard-
ware and connectivity capabilities, but non-networked sensors cannot be connected to
it directly. The Compute Stick serves the purpose of digital signage, as it is designed
to be plugged in directly into a display with its built-in male HDMI connector, akin to
what USB storage sticks have with USB connectors. It could also serve as a gateway and
computation device with slightly lower capabilities than the NUC, but this usage is not
envisioned in the scope of the evaluation.
The two other devices are not based on and x86 architecture, and are significantly
less powerful that the former two. The Raspberry Pi is ARM-based, capable of running
Linux, and will be both an edge gateway device and a host for directly connected sensors
because of its presence of GPIO (General–Purpose Input–Output) pins. The last device is
a microcontroller, ESP32, which will be used solely as a data gathering device, connecting
to upstream through WiFi or Bluetooth.
We will use 5 different devices, connected in two different ways, and a display, as data
generators and actuators in our IoT layer:
a button,
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an AM2302 temperature and humidity sensor,
a WS2812 LED strip,
an HDMI display.
This will enable us to both collect data from direct sensors and devices having many
sensors integrated, and provide feedback through a display and LED indicators.
2.4.3 Definition of a proof of concept application
We have chosen to create a proof of concept (PoC) application instead of an existing
edge-capable application for multiple reasons. Firstly, an existing application has its
functionality and requirements already very specifically defined, which would make for a
better real–world comparison, but would later impede understanding of implementation
benefits and drawbacks by focusing on issues and requirements specific to the application
itself, instead of the edge computing paradigm as a whole.
Conversely, a proof of concept application can be described in much more detail
regarding its theoretical requirements, which can be chosen to cover all facets of edge
computing. This results in a more targeted comparison of the underlying frameworks
instead of the usable functionality of the application, which is not of importance.
The primary goal of the PoC is to use edge computing functionalities to its benefit,
which requires defining a workload and process to use. In an effort to make a fair
comparison, these have been attempted to be designed without fitting to any particular
framework; that is to say without investigating one framework’s specific benefits and
emphasising the importance of those features. Even so, earlier research and theoretical
comparison of solutions, presented in previous sections have had an effect on the design
in defining the scope of edge computing itself, which shaped our views of the high–level
expected capabilities of such applications.
PoC architecture devices
On the bottom-most layer, as a very basic and important aspect of edge computing, there
is a need to collect sensor data and to trigger actions based on that data. Two types of
inputs will be used:
manual and discrete: a button,
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Figure 2.2 The hardware and networking architecture diagram for the PoC application.
passive and analogue: a temperature sensor and
The output will be a series of LEDs alongside a simple user interface on an external
device, connected over the network.
These components will be connected to devices used on more than one layer. An
ESP32 SoC will be used as an IoT device with always a more capable machine, e.g. a
Raspberry Pi, as the edge device above it. Both will have sensors and actuators connected
to them to simulate the diversity of peripheral connections.
Apart from that, an Intel NUC will be used as an edge hub, i.e. a device that less
capable devices connect to locally and which acts as an additional hop and gateway
between the local network and the cloud. This will simulate something similar to a local
processor of a factory floor or any similar hub device in a similar infrastructure. To cover
the area of digital signage, we will use an Intel Compute Stick attached to a display for
the sole purpose of displaying data and the status of the system.
A cloud will be available as part of an external infrastructure, abstracted away and
assumed to be the logical root of the device hierarchy, always available except in cases of
no global network connectivity. Devices directly connecting to it will be the NUC and a
Raspberry Pi, which will allow us to create a larger network to test scenarios involving
connection loss.
To evaluate networking capabilities, three different connection types will be used,
according to the capabilities of each device, as portrayed in Figure 2.2. The ESP32 SoC
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supports both WiFi and Bluetooth and will, as such, be connected through both in two
different scenarios. The Raspberry Pi supports connections through WiFi, Bluetooth
and Ethernet, but will only be connected upstream through WiFi and Ethernet. It
will, however, serve as a host for downstream Bluetooth communication. An Intel NUC
will use Ethernet for upstream and WiFI for downstream communication and the Intel
Compute Stick will use WiFi to connect to the NUC.
PoC architecture layout
Figure 2.2 shows details of the setup. There are four layers, however they do not corre-
spond to any standard architecture. From top to bottom, layer 1 is the simplest and only
single-purpose layer and only contains the cloud architecture. This acts as the global in-
termediary for geographically-separated devices to connect to each other and corresponds
directly to the cloud layer from Figure 2.1.
Layers 2 and 3 contain devices with mixed functionalities. The former contains two:
an NUC and a Raspberry Pi, which serve different purposes. The NUC is used solely as
a hub, while the Raspberry Pi has only an LED directly connected. The hierarchies the
two form are also completely different.
Starting with the smaller hierarchy on the right side of Figure 2.2, proprietary sensor
devices are connected to the Raspberry Pi through Bluetooth GATT[25]. This means
that sensors are polled through a Bluetooth connection by the parent device, which also
hosts an LED as an output. The sensor devices under this hierarchy on layer 3 can thus
be considered the IoT layer as presented in Section 2.1, whereas the Raspberry Pi is an
edge device.
Moving to the larger, left side of the hierarchy, the architecture is much more compli-
cated. The NUC on layer 2 does not have any sensors attached to it by wires, however it
connects directly to an ESP32 through WiFi. It is considered an edge device and could
reasonably be considered a fog device were it not for the directly connected ESP32. The
network provided to devices below is WiFi, with three different devices connected.
Layer 3 of the left side then hosts an Intel Compute Stick connected to a display, a
Raspberry Pi with sensors and actuators directly connected, as well as some downstream
devices, and an ESP32 with sensors and actuators. Although they live on the same layer
in this hierarchy, these devices are completely different. The Raspberry Pi and Compute
Stick can be considered edge devices, while the ESP32 is an IoT device according to
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Section 2.1.
Continuing to layer 4, where there are two ESP32s with connected sensors and ac-
tuators, we cross the border of an alternative network. The upper Raspberry Pi hosts
a Bluetooth PAN (Personal Area Network) that the devices connect to, which is an
IP-based network, unlike the connection with Bluetooth GATT. These two devices are
considered IoT devices as part of Figure 2.1.
An astute reader might have noticed that sensors were not placed on their own layers.
Including them into the layered architecture explicitly would only complicate the image
with no benefit to understanding. All sensors omitted from the layering in this way
share the property that they are dumb, polled read-only sensors with no software logic.
In Figure 2.1 however, these were included as part of the IoT layer—this is still majorly
the case here, the exceptions being that they are also connected directly to edge devices
and may be embedded into other IoT devices. This observation emphasises the lack of
standardised terminology and the ambiguity of the cloud, fog, edge and IoT computing
field.
As a result of this design, networking is slightly simplified as most components operate
over an IP-based network. This is obvious for components connected through Ethernet or
WiFi, but is less obvious for Bluetooth. The PAN feature of Bluetooth also provides an
IP-based network for communicating devices, which enables the use of further common
abstraction protocols in networking layers above this.
Even with this however, networking is not transparent throughout the infrastructure.
As each WiFi access point or Bluetooth PAN have their own private address space,
and with the presence of NAT between wider networks, individual nodes are not directly
addressable by any other node than their parents and children, and possibly siblings if the
network hosted by the parent node allows for it. To solve this issue, an overlay network
would be required, or a global connection mechanism that would allow application-level
routing of messages throughout the system.
The metrics used to evaluate the application, including performance characteristics,
are included later in Section 2.4.4. Among others, they include network performance
metrics that reference this infrastructure and are also concerned with the ability to
comply or adapt to it.
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2.4.4 Functionality metrics
Features we would like to see supported through each of the three frameworks are the
following:
collect sensor data through GPIO sensors (button, temperature/humidity),
hardware output via LED control,
save data to the cloud,
connect bottom layers to gateway, not directly to the cloud,
delayed data submission through a gateway in case of a network outage,
directly address cloud, parent device and sibling device,
compute an averaging histogram of sensor values,
trigger an action on a gateway/edge device through the cloud interface,
deploy code to a device without direct access to it apart from initial setup and
connect the microcontroller to the platform.
We will use these features for our practical comparison in subsequent sections.
2.4.5 Evaluation
It turns out all three platforms support all desired functionalities, but to different degrees.
Therefore, instead of describing implementations in detail, we will only point out the
important differences between the platforms and any specifics we have encountered during
the implementation.
All platforms have the standard integrations into other products, such as cloud data-
stores and databases, along with sending data from sensors to the them. They all have
Software Development Kits (SDKs) that allow easy implementations in different lan-
guages, out of which we have used Python. We did not use any official device frameworks,
such as ones promising to easily integrate a Raspberry Pi into the platform, but instead
implemented functionalities manually.
The aspect of supporting edge gateways differed. Google Cloud Platform IoT did ad-
vertise support for the feature at the time of writing, but it was in a closed alpha stage,
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and we could not test it. AWS IoT, with its Greengrass product, supports edge comput-
ing and delayed submission and the execution of lambdas—functions in the context of
FaaS—on them. Azure IoT supported an edge gateway out of the box, allowing delayed
submission and, more interestingly, the deployment of any Docker–based application on
them, which is a significantly different approach from the closed IoT–only aspect of the
other two providers, and also enabled machine learning at the edge, which deploys models
trained in the cloud to the edge device.
Devices could be directly addressed in all platforms through message queues, although
in Azure IoT, this needed to go through several hoops of transforming messages in the
cloud to be able to send them back. Computing a histogram and triggering actions on
devices based on thresholds were achieved with each framework’s own stream processing
and monitoring and events features.
Microcontrollers were connected manually without the help of the platform. Although
Azure IoT offered semi–official support for ESP32 through their manufacturing partners,
they did not support Bluetooth PAN, so we set up the network manually and submitted
data via a specialised application. In the case of Azure IoT, this was deployed as a Docker
image through the process mentioned above.
An interesting difference we encountered during implementation of the different plat-
forms was in the latency of sending messages between two devices. All cloud components
were hosted in the central Europe region, as described by the platforms, but only Azure
IoT achieved a significantly higher latency of around 250ms, compared to around 50ms
with GCP IoT and AWS IoT. We attribute this difference to the extra message rerouting
necessary to send the messages between devices, something that is not necessary with
the other two platforms.
The development time for all three implementations were similar and the documenta-
tion was written in an understandable fashion with plenty of examples. Our experience
was subjectively best with Azure IoT because of the sensible framework design and an
intuitive and powerful web interface, along with the ability to deploy any Docker appli-
cation to edge devices.
3 Implementation
In the previous chapter, we have touched upon some requirements that systems resem-
bling what we would like to create have, albeit mostly in the field of IoT, not solely edge
computing. This is expanded upon in this chapter, along with the reasoning behind our
design choices.
First we draft the platform architecture in Section 3.1, where we describe the tech-
nologies used and how we extend existing management tools for the cloud to handle
instances of edge devices. The choices are supported by brief descriptions of Proof–
of–Concept implementations from the early stages of research, which complements the
solution’s architecture with directions that were not suitable in the final version of our
tool.
Next, we describe the final tool itself. As the user–facing interface is very important
for any product, even though targeted at developers, we include a description of how a
user—a developer or administrator—would interact with the system, without knowing
any specifics of how it functions internally. Of course, an in–depth description of the
architecture, implementation specifics and any workarounds is foremost in Section 3.2,
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however this is limited to software. A description of the hardware and networking used
to develop and later evaluate the platform is included in Chapter 4.
3.1 Drafting the platform architecture
There are three big high–level guidelines we have chosen to adhere to in order to constrain
the implementation. Coming from discoveries from the previous chapters, they provide
a slightly different view on the management of non–datacentre devices.
The first big guideline for our architecture is the ability to have any number of layers
of devices, in contrast to products explored in Chapter 2. The vast majority of current
solutions have a two–layer design, where an edge or IoT device connects directly to the
cloud. Some offer an edge gateway to achieve a three–layer stack, but no solution we
have evaluated offers true flexibility with regards to the number of connections to reach
the uppermost hub. Although no user requirement testing was performed, the flexibility
of allowing any number of layers is, especially when taking into account the relative ease
of expanding to three layers and beyond, very important in our opinion.
Secondly, as this work’s title declares, our targets are edge devices. This is again in
contrast with most solutions explored in the previous chapter, where IoT devices are the
primary focus. We do not aim to directly support sensors. Indirectly, they can use the
provided infrastructure, but there should be no concept of a sensor, only a device.
This ties into the third major guideline, which is that we, in the scope of XaaS, target
Infrastructure as a Service instead of the Platform as a service model used by most exist-
ing solutions. As pointed out in Section 2.1.1, there are a few key differences between the
two. Most importantly, the solution we build must be completely application–agnostic,
or rather the other way around: applications building on top of the infrastructure we set
up must not in any way rely on the specifics of our implementation, such as requiring
specific tools. A simplified version of this guideline is the aim to unify devices, no matter
where or how powerful they are.
3.1.1 Using existing tools
To better understand their exact uses in implementation, we first look at the specific tools
used and their purposes. Each section begins with a simple explanation, possibly followed
by a detailed overview of the tools. The last paragraph always contains reasoning as to
our decision to use the tool.
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Readers completely familiar with each tool are encouraged skip entire sections, pos-
sibly only skimming the last paragraphs, and to continue with content in Section 3.1.2,
Ansible
Simply put, Red Hat Ansible [41] is a very smart replacement for shell scripts. With
the capability to run tasks concurrently on multiple nodes in an organised manner, it
simplifies repetitive tasks and provides a friendlier user interface. Two major draws to
use it are that a developer declares desired states of machines, not necessarily the process
to achieve them, and that the tasks are primarily executed on remote hosts, not the local
machine. A very simple example of the usage of Ansible is shown in Figure 3.1
As an infrastructure orchestration, configuration management and software deploy-
ment orchestration tool, Ansible employs the principles of Infrastructure as Code and
declarative configuration to execute sequences of tasks. Modules, roles, playbooks and
inventories are prominent terms in the Ansible vocabulary that will be explained in the
following paragraphs.
Starting with inventories, these are lists of machines on which tasks are executed.
Machines can be grouped and properties assigned to them to enable parametrising tasks
that get executed on them. A very interesting aspect is that hosts can be populated
automatically from an inventory provider, such as a virtualisation manager. Existing
machines in e.g. OpenStack[38] can be automatically enumerated and their properties
populated, which makes development and configuration easier.
Ansible provides official and community modules that provide the ability to execute
operations on hosts, ensuring that each operation is idempotent. These are the basic
building blocks of configuration and are declared in YAML[14] sequences. Tasks are
commonly organised in playbooks, which group together sequences of modules either
directly or in roles, which are themselves sequences of modules to configure a specific role
for a device. Using Ansible provides more benefits the more machines it is used on, but
it also immediately provides a benefit of having clearly declared machine configuration,
instead of a series of custom-written scripts. Reusability is a big part and benefit of
Ansible, as it bridges different connection types, system distributions, device types and
provides an uniform method of configuration.
Ansible is one of the centrepieces of our implementation. This is largely because
we have a need to configure infrastructure and the task is simplified because of reusable
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user@machine $ lxc launch images:ubuntu/bionic testbuntu
Creating testbuntu
Starting testbuntu
user@machine $ lxc list -c ns
+------------+---------+
| NAME | STATE |
+------------+---------+
| testubuntu | RUNNING |
+------------+---------+
user@machine $ cat >nginx.yml <<EOF
> - hosts: all
> tasks:
> - package:
> name: nginx
> state: present
> - service:
> name: nginx
> state: started
user@machine $ ansible-playbook -i testbuntu, -e ansible_connection=lxd nginx.yml
PLAY [all] **********************************************************************
TASK [Gathering Facts] **********************************************************
ok: [testbuntu]
TASK [package] ******************************************************************
changed: [testbuntu]
TASK [service] ******************************************************************
ok: [testbuntu]
PLAY RECAP **********************************************************************
testbuntu: ok=2 changed=1 unreachable=0 failed=0 skipped=0 rescued=0 ignored=0
user@machine $ testbuntu_ip="$(lxc list -c 4 --format csv | cut -d ’ ’ -f 1)"
user@machine $ curl -s "$testbuntu_ip" | grep title
<title>Welcome to nginx!</title>
EOF
Figure 3.1 Creating a machine using LXD and simple Ansible usage.
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Figure 3.2 The AWX web dashboard.
and highly configurable playbooks. The alternative would have been maintaining custom
scripts for the same tasks, which would require more work and also be less flexible and
maintainable. A large benefit is also the integration capability of Ansible AWX described
in the next section.
Ansible AWX
Also called Red Hat Ansible Tower in its commercial incarnation, Ansible AWX [42] is
the GUI and HTTP API for Ansible. Its main task is to be a replacement for running
Ansible playbooks from the command line. The web dashboard, running the software we
will describe in Chapter 3, is shown in Figure 3.2.
Additional functionalities AWX offers is the ability to segregate access to certain play-
books, enabling non–developers to run orchestration tasks, view execution history and
create either remote or time–based triggers for actions. A big draw is the programmatic
access to running Ansible tasks, as Ansible itself only provides a console–based API, and
AWX exposes authenticated HTTP endpoints.
This enables our tool to remotely trigger certain machine provisioning tasks. Later
on, we will explore a further avenue for integration into another system, made possible
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by using AWX.
Programming: Python, SQLite, Flask
Python [40] is a general purpose programming language and requires no introduction.
Flask [24] is a web framework primarily designed to define HTTP endpoints, where
simplicity is its main benefit.
SQLite [44] is a file–based relational SQL database implementation, offering porta-
bility and low resource usage. Its main benefit is not having to run a server, as the
application directly accesses a database file. Drawbacks are generally less wide support
for SQL features, such as only supporting certain kinds of joins, hard to work with foreign
keys and the lack of support for concurrent write access of multiple clients.
Our reason for using these three over other languages and tools is due to the relative
simplicity of requirements. During our proof–of–concept phase, Python turned out to
be the most suitable language for building a working prototype, with Flask and SQLite
naturally following in its trail. As a production–ready product was not our goal, we
could simplify initial development and ad–hoc debugging using an interpreted language
and packaging our code as a single file, instead of using an arguably more enterprise
language such as C#. This also significantly reduced our effort in making the application
support multiple architectures, as there is no compilation step involved in the deployment
process.
Networking and security: OpenVPN, OpenSSH, OpenSSL, IPv6
A Virtual Private Network establishes a connection between devices or networks and
makes them appear directly connected. Modern implementations provide transport–
level security and thus prevent external eavesdropping attacks, which is facilitated by
the public key infrastructure provided by OpenSSL [47].
IPv6 [33] is the most recent version of the Internet Protocol, superseding IPv4 and
offering a larger address space, more autoconfiguration features and security and privacy
improvements. Its main draw is the increased address space, as addresses are 128 bits
long, as opposed to the 32 bits of IPv4, which results in 340 undecillion more network
addresses, which allows true end–to–end connectivity of devices, removing the need for
NAT. Historically, the transition from IPv4 to IPv6 has been slow, as NAT and CGNAT
are prominent in address–congested networks.
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The two most used implementations of VPNs are OpenVPN [39] and IPsec, and
we chose the former for its flexibility in deployment. OpenVPN does not provide a
mesh networking structure but instead only services point-to-point links. The way we
create an overlay network will be described in later sections. OpenSSL is used to secure
communications as a better alternative to pre–shared keys and OpenSSH [46] is used as
the default connection mechanism for Ansible to connect to remote machines for control.
IPv6 was used to allow a much more flexible networking structure, with more breadth
and depth than IPv4 would allow, as will be demonstrated in later sections.
Consul
Primarily a distributed key–value store, Consul [31] also provides service resolution. It
is used in datacentre environments to solve the issue of having to address machines and
services by their IPs, possibly hardcoded in configuration. With Consul, which also
provides a DNS service and machine resolution interface, machines register themselves
and the services running on them, and Consul translates that into HTTP API or DNS–
based endpoints.
We have chosen Consul over other similar solutions because of two reasons. The
first, more important, is that it is very flexible and allows connecting machines in a
hierarchical infrastructure, where network outages do not completely disrupt operation,
as partial clusters are fully functional. The second reason is that it provides a key–value
store as an added feature.
GlusterFS
GlusterFS [43] provides a distributed and/or parallel filesystem. It is used for both cloud
and HPC workloads and provides a consolidated storage interface backed by multiple,
possibly even geographically distributed, servers. Storage backend options range from
simple file–based volumes to local RAID arrays to whole SANs (Storage Area Networks).
It achieves high availability by replicating data between partitions and high performance
by striping data between multiple nodes and directly supporting RDMA (Remote Direct
Memory Access) over InfiniBand.
We have chosen GlusterFS primarily because of the ability to create a hierarchical
infrastructure, which is not possible in other similar products, such as Lustre or LizardFS.
It has very low requirements with the ability to host data in file-based volumes, which
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simplifies management greatly, while still allowing a great deal of flexibility. Its fault
tolerance with distributed replicas is also fitting with our functionality as this allows the
system to survive a partial outage with minimal loss of functionality.
Docker
Currently the most popular container management engine, Docker [28] is used for packag-
ing applications into deployable units. Execution of software is isolated using mechanisms
built into the Linux kernel and is traditionally marketed as an alternative to virtual ma-
chines, with the benefits being instantaneous start–up times and much lower resource
consumption. Compared to virtual machines though, which use CPU–based instruction–
level isolation, containers are not an exact equivalent, mostly because of security, as
containers run in the same—albeit isolated—kernel space.
The basic building blocks that create containers are images, akin to traditional exe-
cutables. They can be run to create containers, even multiple times, which are completely
isolated. The isolation level can be controlled through the use of a capability system, but,
more importantly, through Docker networks, which can connect only groups of containers
on the fly. A popular configuration tool for Docker is docker-compose, which is based
on configuration files in which groups of containers to be run are defined, along with
all their parameters and networking details. This simplifies management as deployment
configuration can be included in version control.
The choice to use Docker was made because Ansible AWX is officially deployed as
a Docker image. However, through the recent rise of container orchestration tools, this
could open up an avenue of extension for the solution, although treading slightly into the
waters of PaaS.
LXD
Whereas Docker is used to package and deploy applications, LXD [26] is used to do the
same to machines. The same principles, under different names, described in the previous
section, apply. A very big difference in that regard is that the main process in the
containers is the init process, such as systemd, instead of the application process.
The choice of LXD was made for development purposes and flexibility. As an alter-
native to using virtual machines for simulating machines, we used LXD containers, with
which we gained the ability to spawn tens of machines nearly instantaneously.
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chrony
As an implementation of NTP, chrony [27] is advertised to excel in providing unreliable
devices with network time synchronisation, especially for devices with intermittent con-
nectivity. This is important for cryptography, which frequently relies on the machines’
clocks being synchronised.
NTP is a protocol that allows clock synchronisation over variable–latency networks.
Time propagation is based on strata, where lower numbers, e.g. stratum 0 at the top of
the hierarchy, represents high–precision clock sources, and lower strata synchronise with
upper hosts.
The chrony daemon was chosen over ntpd, another popular NTP implementation,
because of its promised ability to handle intermittent connectivity, which is one of the
scenarios that we target.
Wireless access: hostapd, dnsmasq, Bluetooth
Hostapd [35] and Bluetooth [20] (via its standard control tools) serve to provide down-
stream WiFi and Bluetooth networking, respectively. They are capable of setting up
access points for their respective technology, supporting authentication and security.
Dnsmasq [10] has a built–in DHCP server that works in tandem with hostapd to provide
clients with network addresses out of a configured pool. It also has other capabilities,
such as a DNS and TFTP server and router advertisement manager.
These technologies were chosen because they are standard tools to perform their
respective tasks.
3.1.2 Extending management to the edge
We have explored the fundamental characteristics of infrastructures and the differences
to platforms in Section 2.1.1, but what are the specifics of infrastructures in the edge?
We want the management of all machines to be identical, as shown in Figure 3.3 with
only the minimum adaptations necessary due to unavoidable differences of edge devices.
An important distinction is that, while new machines can be freely provisioned in cloud
infrastructures, the edge does not provide such a capability.
The issue is twofold. First, edge devices are not traditionally virtual machine hosts,
so creating new virtual machines is not a goal. While definitely possible, this would
tread into distributed datacentres. Secondly, while cloud infrastructures can support
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completely automatic provisioning of physical machines, called bare metal provisioning,
edge devices do not have that capability.
Bare metal provisioning is executed through IPMI, the Intelligent Platform Manage-
ment Interface, hosted on a BMC, the Baseboard Management Controller. In simple
terms, it is an always–on simple computer, attached to a server’s motherboard, meant
to control BIOS configuration, power and other basic settings that are usually meant to
be configured with physical access to the hardware, meant as a replacement for physical
access. As computers used at the edge do not have this hardware, measures have to be
taken to accommodate provisioning such devices.
The solution is manual device onboarding, which has to be made as simple as possible.
Usually, this is done through a downloadable device onboarding package, which contains
authentication and connection information for the new device to register into the system.
It should contain just enough information and executables to enable remote control of
the device and should also set up secure communication with the platform.
Connecting a device to an existing infrastructure in datacentres usually involves con-
necting it to a network. As a direct physical connection is, of course, not possible with
remote edge devices running in insecure networks, we find an alternative solution. Using
a VPN to create a secure tunnel to an upstream device is a good solution as we can
ignore the specifics of the underlying network, including its security and type, as we will
describe later when we discuss connecting devices upstream using Bluetooth.
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An important decision is where to create a tunnel to. The options are connecting
directly to a central hub, which is the traditional way, or connecting devices to one
another, creating a dynamic overlay network. We chose the second option as part of the
network would continue to function even if a device lost Internet connectivity, which is
an important added value. Managing this connection infrastructure is harder, but as the
challenges can be solved by the framework and do not pass through to the user, it is still
a better choice. In frameworks we have investigated, such network management was not
present, as only secure communication through HTTP(S) endpoints or message queues
was possible.
In modern datacentres, a Storage Area Network (SAN) is frequently used to consoli-
date storage for machines, shared or dedicated to a single one. This is because access to
data is increasingly important, and a low–level interface to it is sometimes the simplest
solution. Edge devices should always have local storage for reliability and performance,
but having shared storage is a welcome option. We solve this by creating a shared storage
volume, with replication, so an outage does not affect other systems.
3.1.3 Trials
The first step was creating a development proof of concept of the architecture. Its focus
was to explore the possibilities and challenges in an agile manner, without having to
handle real devices, which would slow down development. It had, however, to be as close
to the real implementation as possible. Fortunately, due to our choice of using Ansible as
the main orchestration and provisioning tool, the only thing that needed to be changed
was the machines to create the platform on.
The environment needed to be reproducible and easily scalable, so that we could
be sure it worked in a variety of different scenarios. Virtual machines were considered,
but their downside is the long start–up time and high resource usage. This would have
prevented creating a flexible infrastructure.
Our solution was using LXD containers. This lightweight alternative to creating
separate, isolated machines had a number of benefits, but also a couple of drawbacks. As
creating an LXD container creates a near–perfectly isolated machine that uses minimal
resources almost instantly, it allowed us to create an environment of 10 machines and
more to test a non–trivial system set–up. But, as creating an LXD container only creates
an near–perfectly isolated machine, a few problem arise that would not have appeared
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inside real or traditional virtual machines.
The fact that LXD containers share their kernel with their host means that there
are unexpected consequences when attempting to modify system resources, such as the
network interfaces or disks. To enable mounting disks and creating new network interfaces
or modify routing tables, containers need to be given appropriate access or be run in
privileged mode. An unexpected issue was that the NTP daemon was not able to modify
the system time, as that appeared to be shared with the host machine, until the container
was run in privileged mode.
A significant design decision that was present in an iteration of the prototype, but not
included in the final product was a multi–tiered private key infrastructure. Conforming
to the hierarchical tree structure of the machines, each machine had its own intermediate
certificate agency, one level below its parent’s. A benefit of this would be increased
mobility of the platform, as any machine could issue certificates and provision child
devices, which would remove the need for an explicit root node. The software running
on all machines could be identical, with the hierarchical structure purely coincidental,
paving the way to a graph, as will be described in Section 5.2.
However, we decided against having multiple tiers in the PKI. Security would be a
major issue, as any machine could issue certificates and a compromised machine could
easily compromise the entire infrastructure. Any potential certificate revocation lists
would be harder to keep synchronised across devices. Such an infrastructure would me
much harder to maintain in general, and having only a single level of trust simplifies
some further decisions.
Once we had a prototyping environment in place, we could start to design the main
management tool. At first, we with an intention to create a management tool from the
ground up, which would be, at its core, a database of machines and their properties.
This would be written in C# to provide both a command-line and browser–based user
interface, but we quickly discovered that this solution was remarkably similar to existing
ones. What the finished product would be is mostly a (computer) inventory management
system with the ability to control device provisioning. But, as many existing cloud
management tools already provide this capability, and more, we decided to integrate
into an existing product instead of recreating the complete system ourselves, which both
increases the effort we can apply to developing novel ideas and allows us to easily integrate
into systems larger than ours.
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3.2 A new management tool
The tool bases itself upon Ansible and uses the Ansible AWX web interface and API
for controlling provisioning machines after the initial device setup has been completed.
Each machine goes through a two–step provisioning process where an initial bootstrap-
ping package is used to perform minimal machine setup and connect it to the AWX
management tool, then triggers subsequent provisioning which is exactly the same for all
members of the infrastructure. While the root receives a slightly different treatment as
it is the only machine hosting Ansible AWX, it still has a bootstrapping stage, followed
by AWX connecting back to it to finish provisioning.
The network is set up as a manually–routed overlay using point–to–point OpenVPN
tunnels and modified routing tables, which allows any device to reach any other device
through a series of tunnels between member devices. As the infrastructure is logically
a tree, we have no issues constructing a shortest path between two members as there is
only one path between two nodes in a tree.
For the underlying addressing scheme, we used IPv6 to give us an enormous amount
of space within which to host devices without running out of addressing space. This
makes routing extremely easy. As IPv6 addresses are 128 bits long, there are 2128 unique
addresses for devices, but, as we are creating a private network without intending for
it to be routable across the Internet, we opted to use a subnet in the fc00::/7 range,
providing us with a maximum of 2121 addresses. But because a common subnet size for
IPv6 networks is /64, our whole network was hosted within a range of that size. This still
allows us to have, with optimal and maximum address distribution, about 18 quintillion
(1016) devices in our network.
The network architecture is a tree, so there is a need to translate the address space
into a similar structure. Each level of depth of the tree "consumes", for implementation
simplicity, one letter of available IPv6 address space, with the final /112 being used for
client devices. Let us look at an example in Figure 3.4. The root network has an address
of fc00:0:0:8008:0000::1/64. Each device connecting to this network, however, gets
an address from the fc00:0:0:8008::/112 pool, meaning 216 devices can connect as
clients. The actual subnet is still /64, but is limited to /112 to constrain the address
space to make room for child subnets. Child devices that host the next hop of the network
then get assigned a new subnet inside its parent’s, which simplifies routing. Each subnet
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Figure 3.4 An example overlay VPN network addressing scheme.
is 4 bits down from the previous, so the first child would have a downstream subnet
of fc00:0:0:8008:1000::/68, the second child fc00:0:0:8008:2000::/68 and so on.
This limits the number of network–hosting children to 16, but this is deemed a sufficient
trade–off between the maximum depth of the infrastructure, which is (64 − 16)/4 = 12
levels.
This means each device has two addresses if it hosts a downstream network: an up-
stream address, assigned by the parent, and a downstream address, assigned to itself
within the constrains of the parent network. The machine is reachable on both ad-
dresses through sensible routes. These are easy to set up, as packets can be completely
routed with only a two routing rules in a recursive–descent–like fashion due to the tree
infrastructure.
The two rules are:
1. if the packet matches child subnet, send through the downstream interface
2. if the packet matches anywhere else in the complete infrastructure subnet, send
through the upstream interface
The second rule also encompasses packets matching the first one, but, because of the
first–match principle, the first rule applies. Communication is then simple: packets travel
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upward through the hierarchy until they reach a node that hosts a matching child subnet,
then travel downwards through appropriate interfaces until they reach their destination.
This is all made possible through nested subnets. Were they numbered arbitrarily, each
node would have to keep its routing table updated to all changes anywhere in the infras-
tructure so any new nodes could be reached. This way, routing is only set up once and
it is consistently valid as long as addresses are assigned according to the schema.
Following the network, most other components are designed in a similar hierarchi-
cal fashion. A logical next step from networking is creating a DNS structure, which
would help with addressing machines by their logical identifiers instead of device IPs.
We use Consul for its easy–to–use DNS interface, where each node gets an address
in the form of node.node.dc.mast, where dc is the name of a datacentre identifier,
of which there is only one in our architecture, and mast is the custom name of our
root domain. *.service.dc.mast addresses can also be created to address groups of
nodes for role–based access, allowing to, for example, hardcode root.service.dc.mast
as the address of the root node, regardless of the node identifier it is running on, or
level2.service.dc.mast to address any node on the second level of our hierarchy. An
example of this is shown in Figure 3.5.
Consul runs as a distributed service on each node, providing fault tolerance, and we
configure it to take over the default DNS resolver, with requests not in our custom domain
being proxied to the node’s default DNS server that was previously configured. Consul
also provides a distributed key–value store, but as this is not part of an infrastructure,
we have not used it in our implementation, but it is available for client use if solution
lock–in is not an issue.
To underpin communication security, we are using OpenSSL–generated certificates
inside OpenVPN, then for the control plane, OpenSSH to connect to machines. There
is a single root certificate authority (CA), which is trusted by all machines in the infras-
tructure. Each OpenVPN server uses a device–specific certificate generated by the CA
and a separate TLS authentication key, which is used to prevent replay attacks. Both
the CA certificate and the parent’s TLS authentication key, which are completely public
parameters, are transferred to every new client device.
Because some many, especially cryptographic applications, are sensitive to time dif-
ferences between machines, we have included time synchronisation as a core part of the
infrastructure. The protocol used is NTP, the Network Time Protocol, implemented by
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Figure 3.5 An example of the DNS hierarchy.
the chrony daemon. Another option for synchronising time between machines is PTP[34],
the Precision Time Protocol, which allows time to be synchronised to a sub–microsecond
precision between machines. However, PTP is designed for local networks and as a
supplement to NTP for devices not having a GPS receiver to obtain a true time source.
A core part of NTP are strata as described in Section 3.1.1, and the machines in the
tree architecture connect directly to their parent to synchronise time, then serve the NTP
protocol to child devices. The root node connects to its default upstream NTP provider.
Due to assumed physical proximity of devices near to each other in the tree, this provides
optimal local synchronisation, but might cause a slight system–wide smearing because of
transient synchronisation. However, only connecting to one’s parent means that network
chatter is significantly reduced.
The third major part of the distributed architecture we have implemented is the
storage subsystem. We use GlusterFS to create the infrastructure, constructing a single
distributed storage space. Each node connects to its parent—or rather the other way
around, a specific of GlusterFS. Data is replicated, so outages in sections of the network
are less of an issue, however synchronisation conflicts can occur, but as GlusterFS is a
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mature storage solution, its maintenance is well documented, including a WAN repli-
cation scenario. Because of our use of an overlay network, we can transparently create
a wide area shared filesystem between machines with significantly differing connection
types.
This brings us to the final point in the architecture: downstream connectivity. We
support three options to connecting machines:
via an existing IP connection,
via a WiFi hotspot,
via a Bluetooth PAN hotspot.
The first one is fairly straightforward, as machines use an existing network to connect
to one another. Their physical proximity does not matter in this case, and the connection
type makes most sense when connecting to a machine in a remote cloud, or when an
existing, reliable network is in place. The other two connection types both set up hotspots
for child machines to connect to directly.
A WiFi hotspot is fairly straightforward. The tools used for this are hostapd for
creating the hotspot itself and managing security, and dnsmasq to provide downstream
devices with addresses.
However, the Bluetooth PAN hotspot is not as standard. Mostly known for point–
to–point pairing and communication, Bluetooth is a protocol that also supports a WiFi
hotspot–like network via its PAN (Personal Area Network) feature. The Bluetooth dae-
mon is used to create a network and handle authentication, much like hostapd is for
WiFi, but it also assigns IP addresses to clients, so no other tool is necessary. Otherwise,
interaction is very similar, the main difference being the speed, which is around 1Mbps
due to the Bluetooth protocol.
Connection details and keys are distributed in a downstream device’s connection
package. These networks are not directly connected to the overlay VPN network because
of possible security issues due to their wireless nature, so a VPN tunnel is established
over them in exactly the same way as when using an existing connection. This also
solves addressing differences and unifies management of address allocation in the overlay
network. It also means the same subnet can be used for all hotspots, as it cannot clash
with others.
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Figure 3.6 Root machine bootstrapping process.
3.2.1 Initialising the architecture
The first step to deploying the software created as part of this thesis is to provision a
root node, a machine that is assumed to be reliable, or at least more reliable than others
connecting to it, with somewhat higher capabilities, although software requirements for
creating this infrastructure are not large. This process is visualised in Figure 3.6
Provisioning begins with installing prerequisites: most notably, Python and Docker.
IPv6 networking must be enabled for the Docker daemon, so the Ansible AWX con-
tainer deployed later has access to the overlay network. This is not strictly required, as
AWX runs in network_mode: host, which means it share’s the host’s networking stack
transparently, but any other containers would still require it. Running in host networking
mode is not the default for AWX, nor is it meant to be configured; we have enabled it
manually to facilitate communication.
We install the mast controller executable as a system service, enabled at reboot, and
start it. Installing and configuring AWX is the next step. As this is the main point
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of integration between the mast controller and AWX, the process is fairly lengthy. We
must:
deploy the bootstrap templates for general device provisioning,
deploy the runtime playbooks for provisioning,
create an AWX organisation and project,
create a dynamic AWX inventory bound to the endpoint the mast controller pro-
vides,
create an SSH keypair to be used for management,
create an AWX job template that will execute runtime files in sequence and
bind the SSH keypair to the job template as its credential.
The process continues by triggering the bootstrapping runtime, as described in the
next section, to be executed on the root machine hosting AWX itself. This makes it
completely identical in features to all other machines, apart from the fact that it also
contains the mast controller and AWX.
3.2.2 The flow of device provisioning
Once the root machine has been provisioned, child device provisioning begins with gen-
erating a device bootstrap package, as visualised in Figure 3.7. The package is created
by issuing a HTTP request to the controller with all information necessary to include a
new device in the system. This includes the:
machine name,
parent machine identifier and
the machine’s downstream connection type.
The first serves as a unique identifier for the machine in the infrastructure and the
second places it in the chosen place in the tree. Specifying what kind of network this
new machine will provide for downstream devices is the third parameter, which can be
either ethernet (an existing IP connection), WiFi or Bluetooth. There does not have to
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Figure 3.7 The bootstrap package generation process.
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be an existing client network set up, as this will later be created by the second–stage
provisioning process.
Internally, Ansible is used to create the package as connecting to both the root ma-
chine and the parent machine is necessary to obtain all information. This could be
circumvented by also storing information only available on the parent on the root device,
but this would decrease the runtime independence of each node. Using Ansible helps
with ensuring that the call to provision a new machine is idempotent, as subsequent calls
will not override previous settings.
First, the new machine is registered in the database. This is done in a way that
subsequent calls to the endpoint are possible, return the same information, and do not
duplicate information. An Ansible script is then run locally that generates an archive
file. It generates certificates and keys for the new machine on the root device, connects to
the parent to obtain its connection information and finally includes the necessary scripts
and configuration files.
Importantly, a client config directory (CCD) file is created for OpenVPN on the
parent, bound to the client’s connection certificate, that makes the parent machine assign
a specific IP address to the client and set up the custom IPv6 routing to fit onto the
overall network.
The bootstrap package, in summary, provides connection parameters to connect to
the parent machine and trigger subsequent provisioning. Here is a detailed list of the pa-
rameters and artefacts necessary for a client machine to perform its first–stage bootstrap
process:
the new machine’s public and private keys and certificates, generated by the root
machine’s CA,
the provisioning control SSH public key,
the root machine’s CA certificate chain,
the bootstrap script and playbook,
the OpenVPN client configuration files,
the root machine’s VPN IP address and
the parent machine’s external non–VPN IP address.
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Figure 3.8 The first stage of the provisioning process.
First–stage bootstrapping can now begin on the new, yet–unprovisioned client device,
visualised in Figure 3.8. This is done manually by unarchiving the bootstrap package
directly on the client device and executing the script within. Notice that this is the step
that is frequently described as one–touch provisioning, as this is the only time we need
to touch the device, i.e. connect to it through means not provided by the infrastructure
we need to provision. This step is also important as it is used to securely transfer private
connection parameters to the end device, and, in the big picture, serves as the foundation
for all secure communication.
There are three sub–stages to the first stage of the bootstrapping process:
1. installing prerequisites,
2. setting up a base network connection to the parent,
3. connecting to the VPN network,
followed by triggering subsequent provisioning from the root.
The main prerequisites that need to be installed on the device are Python and Ansible
to support the next provisioning steps. Connecting to the parent depends on the type
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of its downstream network connection. If it is ethernet, which signifies that downstream
machines need to connect through an existing network, no other steps need to be done
other than manually ensuring the parent machine is visible to the child machine under
the IP address registered as external by the parent. Otherwise, the machine must connect
to a network established by the parent, either WiFi or Bluetooth.
Once a connection has been established, the next stage is executed as an Ansible
playbook. It configures an OpenVPN client to connect to the parent machine, configures
the OpenSSH server to be active and permits access to the management SSH keypair.
When done, the root machine is contacted to signal that the client’s first stage boot-
strap is finished and the second stage can begin. This is done through the custom
management interface, not AWX. At this point, no further manual access is necessary,
as a connection from the management infrastructure is already possible.
The second stage is executed from Ansible AWX on the root node upon receiving the
notification from the client and is visualised in Figure 3.9. First, the database is marked
as having its first–stage bootstrap done in the database before a call is placed to Ansible
AWX to execute the main provisioning procedure, the most complicated sequence of
tasks in the infrastructure.
This procedure, named internally as complete runtime, is an AWX workflow composed
of a sequence of playbooks, executed in sequence, each setting up a different aspect of
the system:
the certificate infrastructure,
the downstream OpenVPN server,
Consul as the DNS provider,
NTP,
GlusterFS for storage, and finally
the downstream network.
Beginning with the PKI, this step is only executed on the parent, as it generates a
certificate authority, which other machines do not need.
Setting up a downstream OpenVPN server is more complicated, however. Not only
simply installing OpenVPN, communication security must be established in a sensible
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way. Particularly, new credentials need to be generated from the root CA to expose to
children, and these must be different from the ones used to connect to the parent, if
only because of different certificate key usage extensions. After delegating signing of the
certificate to the root certificate authority, the VPN server is configured and started.
The next step is setting up DNS. Consul is installed and configured to be the default
DNS provider for the machine, however the previous default DNS provider is used as
Consul’s fallback for addresses that fall outside the overlay network’s DNS space. An
important step here is having to disable the system overwriting the default DNS server
when reobtaining a DHCP lease, which includes the DNS server address. On our test
systems, this was done by making /etc/resolv.conf read–only, preventing any process
from overwriting it.
NTP is then set up with no peculiarities other than its upstream reference pointing
to the parent’s NTP server and enabling serving NTP data through the downstream
interface.
The storage system, despite the complicated options GlusterFS offers, is fairly simple
to set up. A storage directory is created to be used as the brick in GlusterFS terms and
another one to which the live filesystem will be mounted. Notably, connecting a machine
to the cluster must be done from inside the existing cluster, meaning that a connection
must be established from the parent machine to extend the cluster, as GlusterFS has a
related limitation in that multiple cluster cannot merge into one, so always extending
the cluster makes sense. The IPv6 protocol is also enabled in the GlusterFS daemon to
allow connections over the overlay OpenVPN network, as it is disabled by default.
Finally, the downstream network is created by either hostapd and dnsmasq or through
bluetoothd, depending on the downstream connection type. There is no need to do
anything special in this step when the connection type is ethernet, as that signifies an
externally–managed network. Downstream connection credentials are also established in
this step. The final step is to report the device’s downstream IP address, to be connected
to by child devices, to the controller. This step could be skipped for WiFi or Bluetooth
connections, as the private network’s address could be hardcoded into the configuration,
but is important for the ethernet connection type, as the address is assigned externally.
The reported address gets stored in the database by the mast controller.
This concludes the bootstrapping and provisioning process and the device is ready
for use within the system.
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Figure 3.9 The second stage of the provisioning process.
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Figure 3.10 The user-facing tasks for provisioning a new machine.
3.2.3 User-facing interfaces
From the inside perspective, getting a new machine to join the architecture is quite
complicated and involves many separate steps executed in an exact sequence. Only
looking at the process from the user’s perspective however, things are much simpler, as
seen in Figure 3.10.
The first step is to initialise the architecture, described in detail in Section 3.2.1. The
user launches a script, which does everything non–interactively. Upon its completion,
the base is set up for provisioning new machines.
To provision a new machine, the user first issues a curl command or its equivalent,
to the mast controller. Choosing the machine name, the machine’s parent and what
downstream connection type the machine should provide, this information is transmitted
as HTTP parameters to the request, as shown in Figure 3.11.
After obtaining what is an archive file, the user must transfer it to the child machine.
This can be done over the network, via a USB drive or any other method. Upon extracting
the archive, the user runs the included bootstrapping script and awaits its completion.
Once the script completes, the device has completed the first bootstrapping stage,
as described in Section 3.2.2. The user then needs to wait for second–stage provisioning
to complete, the progress of which can be monitored through the Ansible AWX web
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curl "mast-root:8008/get-new-machine-bootstrap\
?name=rpi-floppy\
&parent=debianstick\
&connection_type=wifi" \
> rpi-floppy.zip
Figure 3.11 Generating a bootstrap package.
interface. With that complete, provisioning is finished, in a much simpler way than from
an internal perspective.
A web–based interface to assist in downloading the provisioning package could easily
be created to somewhat ease the first step if performing it manually. However, provision-
ing devices is completely scriptable and can be integrated into an external process, such
as one that provisions a virtual machine that already allows SSH access, via Ansible.
An immediate benefit is then that new software and configuration is extremely easy
to provision. Using Ansible AWX, custom playbooks can be executed on any or all
machines in the infrastructure, without regard that they are not present in a datacentre,
but rather connected through a series of VPN tunnels, potentially through a low–power
Bluetooth connection. Using AWX is common in infrastructures, so an existing instance
can be easily used for this task.

4 Evaluation
The evaluation will be qualitative, based on the scenario described in Section 1.3. De-
scribing exact performance metrics does not make sense, as they largely depend on the
environment and hardware the platforms are running on, and on general network condi-
tions when connecting to the Internet. Performance metrics we will mention are related
to limitations of specific network connections, approximate provisioning times and theo-
retical scalability.
We will start by evaluating our custom solutions against the needs of Apartmentelli-
gence, arguing for the benefits of our approach against alternatives and the current state
of the art. Then, we will expand this evaluation by comparing our solution to existing
platforms, described in Section 2.3 and conclude with the limitations and missing features
of the developed solution along with a future development roadmap.
4.1 Fulfilling requirements
Let us systematically look at the features of the platform we have described in Chapter 3,
evaluating each one and comparing it to its alternatives. This approach, rather than
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starting with the loosely–defined requirements, will give us a better insight into the
advantages and disadvantages of our solution against the state of the art.
We start with a very basic architectural decision: the inherent ability to have many
levels of machines in a tree–like infrastructure. This approach has many advantages
compared to ones available as the state of the art, where there is either only the root
layer—the cloud—or the root layer and a single additional downward one. The main one
is that even non-trivial subtrees of the architecture can function partially independently
of each other. Provisioning new devices in a detached subtree would not function, as well
as other top-down operations, but connections between machines would still be present.
As a consequence, it is extremely easy to use the architecture and design applications
running on it in a way that is resilient to network outages—one of the requirements of
Apartmentelligence. Having an edge device with partial oﬄine capabilities, such as with
Azure IoT, would be a step in this direction, but mast takes it further by being resilient
to them by design, although incomplete as only the root node can take the role of the
controller.
A linked feature is the IPv6–based manually–routed OpenVPN overlay networking.
Connecting devices in this network is very easy due to the hierarchical addressing scheme,
making use of the tree infrastructure to easily construct a shortest path network between
two machines. In particular, no additional configuration is needed on the whole cluster
when a new machine is added, which makes deployment and provisioning simple.
Using IPv6 has another major benefit: it allows sensors using the IEEE 802.15.4[32]
and/or 6LoWPAN[22] protocols, such as Thread[48] to connect to the network completely
transparently, without a translation layer. This is a very modern approach and further
extends the concept of the mast framework.
Comparing this to what is available as the state–of–the–art, we see our approach
as significantly more flexible with few drawbacks. Existing frameworks do not connect
machines as a whole, instead only handling streams of sensor and control data through
what is most commonly a message queue in the cloud. This is simpler, but limits usage
to sensor data or similar applications—developing applications not directly fitting this
architecture means constructing a compatibility layer, or maintaining your own commu-
nication infrastructure separately. Our solution does not have this disadvantage, as it is
completely agnostic to the type of application deployed on it.
The DNS infrastructure is also constructed to aid in inter–machine addressing. This
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is a feature not present in any existing framework or design and is a pure benefit to using
mast. While not a direct benefit to any requirements of Apartmentelligence, it is a very
developer–friendly tool.
A further such feature is the ability to automatically construct various downstream
networks. While only useful in the context of the mast architecture, this expands the
possibilities of connecting machines. Only WiFi and Bluetooth connections are available
now, in addition to using an existing network, but this can be quickly expanded.
To do this, adding two components is necessary: one to set up a downstream network
and another to connect to an existing one. These steps are completely integrated in the
machine bootstrap and provisioning processes without additional work. Compared to
existing solutions, this is a completely new feature, as they do not provide any ability
to create networks, instead relying on the user to handle the networking separately from
the framework.
Apartmentelligence could use all of these networking features to its advantage. In
spaces where wired connections are not possible, machines could be transparently con-
nected through either a Bluetooth or WiFi network controlled by the mast framework,
removing the need to install additional wiring. This also comes into play with, for exam-
ple, each level of the apartment complex having a wired controller, but each apartment
having a wireless unit connecting to it. Further integration with 6LoWPAN or similar
protocols could simplify direct connections to sensors.
On the topic of security, the matter is similar to the one with an overlay network.
Using an encrypted VPN for all communication inside the cluster provides all types of
communication with security, and can easily be used to route all network requests, not
only data destined to machines inside it.
However, such a network presents a significant issue that needs to be addressed by
implementers. Existing solutions which only secure sensor and control data have a much
smaller attack surface than our solution, which exposes machines to the whole network
by default. This needs to be controlled with firewalls and careful implementation of
client applications, because a single compromised device can serve as a springboard into
compromising the entire network. We consider this a significant drawback, but necessary
to achieve other benefits.
An aspect that is exactly on par with existing solutions is one–touch provisioning.
With all existing platforms, provisioning a device only requires a single touch of the
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device, which means only a single command needs to be executed, without any other
configuration, to include the device in the system. The step to generate a device provi-
sioning package, its certificates and other related resources is not included in this touch,
as it often includes multiple steps in a web UI. The mast interface is less user–friendly,
as creating a provisioning bundle is only available through a manual HTTP call, but
further provisioning is nearly identical.
Storage is one functionality mast offers that is not present in any existing solution.
As a logical equivalent to IaaS virtual attached storage, the distributed filesystem mast
provides, despite its many disadvantages, can still be of some use. For small storage
requirements, such as configuration files, it serves its purpose well, as the available band-
width would surely be enough. For storage of larger files, bandwidth becomes an issue,
especially when using Bluetooth in the communication chain, as its theoretical maximum
bandwidth measured in the low megabits per second. This feature is arguably the least
useful one in the mast platform, but is present to achieve feature parity with IaaS.
Some platforms, such as Azure IoT, offer application deployment as part of their
service. In Azure IoT, this is achieved through Docker containers on machines and can
run any workload an unprivileged container allows. With mast, any software can be
deployed through AWX. This is a much more flexible approach as a developer is not
limited to using containers and can also reuse existing deployment processes, if written
in Ansible, to deploy on the edge infrastructure, eliminating the gap between it and the
cloud. For Apartmentelligence, this future–proofs their technology stack and allows them
to run even applications not developed in–house on the machines.
The final feature of mast is its performance, or rather, low resource usage. There are
a few processes or process groups running on each machine:
the mast controller (root machine only),
Ansible AWX (root machine only),
the OpenVPN server and client,
the chronyd NTP daemon,
a GlusterFS client and server,
Consul as the DNS provider,
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an OpenSSH server and
either hostapd or bluetoothd as a downstream connection host.
Apart from AWX, all processes are very lightweight and their resource usage does not
scale with the number of nodes in the cluster. Clustered component’s memory usages do
increase with each node as they need to keep track of all of them as part of the cluster,
but this is negligible.
Measuring memory usage is hard, as there are multiple metrics to use: virtual memory
size, resident set size and shared memory size to name a few common metrics, each serving
their own purpose. Our measurement will be based on the simple metric provided by
htop in its memory usage graph, where a value resembling the resident set size is shown,
and is the most useful number when attempting to reason about the amount of memory
available in the system.
The root controller machine in a three–machine cluster, on a clean and up–to–date
installation of Debian 9, uses around 600MB of memory, whereas the two downstream
machines use around 90MB of memory. This memory usage is small enough that even
less–capable devices, such as Raspberry Pis, can be part of a mast cluster and still have
almost its full capacity to run client software.
To conclude with a note on general integration efforts, let us take a look at what
is needed to develop a new application using either one of the existing frameworks or
mast. When designing from scratch, existing platforms might offer more functionality
immediately due to their integrations into a wider provider platform, their stability and
focus on product development. However, mast offers much more flexibility in terms of
application design as there is no external framework to conform to—the infrastructure
it sets up resembles the one in the cloud and there are no limitations on the applications
running there. Of course, it all depends on the application. If gathering data from IoT
devices and processing it in the cloud are the only requirements, there is little reason
not to use e.g. Azure IoT. But if secure and flexible on–premises deployment is desired,
or there is a plan to run non–standard applications on edge devices, mast offers many
benefits.
With this, we believe mast achieves feature parity with cloud IaaS solutions. It pro-
vides processing via provisioning new machines, networking through the overlay network
and storage through a distributed storage system. Applications hosted on the system
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are not bound to particular technologies, but instead use cloud–standard concepts of
deployment and resource usage transparently.
4.2 A word on standards
In the public sector and academia, there is a tendency to create standards committees
for most concepts in hopes of converging to one definition of an architecture that would
be useful to implementors. Through discussions with leaders of companies implementing
software that currently the target of such standardisation efforts, we have found that
standardisation is not a goal, but rather a hindrance. Compared to the hardware industry,
where standards are more prevalent and very important, especially for compatibility,
software moves at a pace much faster than that of the standards committees. Combined
with this disinterest in standardisation shown as in companies not actively participating
in standardisation activities, this results in standards that are outdated at release and
subsequently not used in any widespread application at all.
One such standard is ETSI MEC[29], which hopes to achieve a standard architecture
for multi–access edge computing. Even though proof of concept applications are available,
they are not significant players in any market. The product we developed, mast, does
not adhere to any such standard for the reasons listed above—the inflexibility and down–
to–the–letter standards conformance would be useless for both research and industrial
applications of the finished product.
4.3 A real–world testbed
To develop and later test our product on real hardware, we constructed a somewhat
diverse testbed of virtual and physical machines to verify that the solution behaves as
expected. This hierarchy is presented in Figure 4.1. The resemblance to other diagrams
is immediately apparent, as it conforms to the networking hierarchy shown in Figure 3.4
in Section 3.2 and to the general management concept from Figure 3.3 in Section 3.1.2.
All connection types are used. Virtual machines are, of course, connected through
ethernet, but physical machines use alternative networking. The Intel NUC exposes a
WiFi hotspot to which the Intel Compute Stick connects, and in turn exposes a Bluetooth
PAN network to which the Raspberry Pi connects. This covers all networking scenarios:
a depth of three or more allows all possible combinations of having child and parent
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Virtual machine
NUC Virtual machine
Compute Stick
Raspberry Pi
Ethernet Ethernet
WiFi AP
Bluetooth PAN
Development 
machine
Figure 4.1 The testbed hierarchy.
machines to exist, and an extra virtual machine provides a sibling option to test non–
vertical communication.
All machines apart from the Raspberry Pi functioned almost identically, but the Blue-
tooth network option was a hindrance to control. Due to its low bandwidth, connections
were slow in general and even though not much data is transferred through the Ansible
control channel in modern terms, using a connection limited to 1Mbit s−1 resulted in
significantly longer execution times. Usage of the storage subsystem was also limited,
caused by the same delays.
Otherwise, we did not encounter any issues. A sample application was deployed
through Ansible that ran a simple web server on each node, and a manual test showed
that deployment was successful. The only limitation we encountered was that an Internet
connection is required for machine bootstrap, as system packages and Docker images need
to be downloaded, preventing a fully oﬄine bootstrapping process—this will be discussed
in the next section.
4.4 Limitations and caveats
As mast is a prototype and not production ready, there are a few limitations to its imple-
mentation. All of them can be resolved without a change in the described architecture—
that is to say that the limitations described here are not part of the architecture itself, but
rather a result of shortcuts taken to deliver a working product sooner, making trade–offs
with regards to general stability and usability.
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One of our major guidelines in Section 3.1 was to build an infrastructure, not a
platform, with the terminology taken from IaaS and PaaS. Mast fulfils that goal, with
the exception of the Consul key–value store, which has a product–specific API and reaches
into the PaaS territory, which we wanted to avoid. However, not using Consul KV resolves
that doubt, so the downside is insignificant.
From a pure coding perspective, there were quite a lot of shortcuts taken. Pack-
age versions, variables that should be shared, soft assumptions are often hardcoded
to simplify deployment, but these occurrences were always noted. While stable, for
production–level flexibility, more work would have to be done to ensure an elegant code-
base to improve maintenance prospects. Implementations are limited to running on
Linux, Debian 9 (Stretch) to be specific, as differences between machines can be triv-
ial, but time–consuming to resolve. Execution on Microsoft Windows would be possible
because Ansible allows targeting the operating system and most software used runs on
Windows natively, but configuration would be significantly different.
On the aspect of networking, the implementation is somewhat inflexible. If a parent
device changes its external IP, there is no way to reconnect without manual intervention.
This is not a problem when a parent device provides its own network, as its address is
fixed, but when using externally–provided networking, it is an issue. Similarly, there is
no support for roaming to another parent device either manually or automatically—the
device must be unregistered and then re–registered as another parent’s child.
Not a limitation, but an interesting facet of the system is that machines can both
connect to and host a WiFi or Bluetooth network at the same time. This would seem to
be of limited use, but can be used for flexible multi–hop wireless applications.
When provisioning a new machine, Ansible AWX always performs all actions on all
devices. This is an issue because if a completely unrelated device is unavailable, provi-
sioning will fail immediately. It manifests itself, for example, when deploying two devices
simultaneously, as a device is registered in the inventory as soon as its device package
is generated. Generating two packages at the same time means that provisioning both
means that both need to be connected at approximately the same time so provisioning
can begin on both simultaneously.
The solution is to simply trigger provisioning on only the device that requested it.
AWX also has options to configure rescue behaviours in case a device fails any step,
which it might because of momentary connection loss or similar instability. This feature
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could be used to improve the reliability of the provisioning process.
Device provisioning packages are currently generated for one–click provisioning. How-
ever, they require an Internet connection on the target machine, as system and Docker
packages need to be downloaded. A solution would be to include the minimal set of
packages and executables to connect to the parent network with the bootstrap package,
and use that connection for further provisioning, instead of relying on another one. Care
would have to be taken to maintain security in this scenario as a device not yet fully
joined to the system would be using network capabilities of a device that is fully joined.
4.5 Security and attack surface
Security was not the focus of the implementation, apart from the considerations given
when designing the architecture. As a result, the software is known to be insecure,
but as a result of implementation, not design, which can be remedied. This is not a
comprehensive security review, but only lists the most glaring security issues in the
implementation and ways to solve them.
Private keys are generated by the mast controller on the root machine, whereas there
should be an option to generate them completely oﬄine and submit them for signing.
This means that when requesting a device bootstrap package, the private key is always
transmitted with it, and does not change in subsequent invocations, so any device can
obtain any other device’s private credentials.
Similarly, the root certificate authority should be completely oﬄine and intermediate
CAs added to ensure a proper implementation of the public key infrastructure. Certificate
revocation lists (CRLs) are not used even though OpenVPN supports them. This would
be aided by the oﬄine root CA so credentials could be easy to revoke. No HTTP
endpoints are secured by TLS.
Credentials for the wireless networks are also not secured. WiFi networks have pre-
dictable names bound to each machine and a static password, and Bluetooth networks
are not secured at all. Passphrases should be transmitted via the bootstrap process,
along with all other credentials, and the Bluetooth network should be secured.

5 Conclusion
To conclude, we have performed an extensive review of the current technologies and
trends in the edge and IoT platform segment and used that to create mast, an extension
of existing cloud infrastructure concepts to the edge. We have adapted technologies
where necessary but otherwise used software already in widespread use in the cloud to
seamlessly bridge the gap between the cloud and the edge.
In order to have a good basis of understanding of the problem space, we presented
our definitions of the vaguely–defined terms in current literature and applied those in
our overview of currently available platforms. Our implementation was planned with an
aim of differentiating from and improving on those platforms, catering more to the IaaS
aspect of services rather than PaaS. The implementation of mast was successful and
we have validated its functionalities on both a virtual and a real–world testbed with a
non–trivial set of devices and interconnects. To evaluate the solution, we argued about
its advantages and disadvantages compared to contemporary approaches and assessed
the level to which the desired state was obtained.
Although not reaching production readiness with mast, it has already shown potential
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for extending an existing management framework. The roadmap for further development
is clear, as are the features to be improved upon for both stability and flexibility.
5.1 Contrasting the state of the art
The mast framework is significantly different from other works currently commercially
available or those being researched in academia. As it focuses on the infrastructure rather
than the platform aspect of XaaS solutions, it allows for a broader range of applications.
Current products mostly combine a message queueing system with device registration
and focus on IoT workloads. They differentiate themselves by targeting niche industries
or, in the case of bigger players, by integrating their product into other, similar products
offered on the same cloud platform. Edge devices are sometimes present, functioning
as gateways for sensors to connect to, mostly not allowing general computation or task
execution as the overall concept of edge computing postulates.
Our solution encompasses the cloud, fog, edge and IoT workloads as we have defined
them. It provides a unique ability to blur the line between machines in the cloud and
outside of it by unifying management between them and providing the services expected
from an IaaS–like system.
5.2 Future work
Apart from known limitations of the implementation, there are several features that we
see as being useful, but are not currently implemented in mast. These would mostly not
change the architecture, but provide additional functionalities and extend the capabilities
of the system.
5.2.1 Missing functionalities
We have chosen to not include microcontrollers into our architecture to focus on building
an infrastructure itself. However, including microcontrollers as devices downstream, at-
tached to the same network, would provide IoT client applications with a lot of flexibility.
As described in the previous section, security could be improved. Firewall control
and network bandwidth management tools could be used to secure and optimise network
traffic flow and investigate issues if they occur. This would be similar to the functionalities
Cisco Jasper provides. Adding to the two custom downstream connection types, more
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could be added. Specifically, supporting 802.15.4 or 6LoWPAN networks would be a
benefit.
The root controller, as it is available now, could be made highly available. This could
be done by making it available across all nodes so the control and package generation
would be possible from any machine, but would involve a complicated certificate authority
structure and would arguably decrease security.
A change in the architecture could be done to switch from a tree to a directed acyclic
graph or even remove that constraint and expand to any graph, but would require adapt-
ing every aspect of the system, as everything is based on a tree structure. Routing would
have to be done via weighted routing protocols because the hierarchical addressing scheme
would not be possible any more.
A UI could be created for the mast controller. This would show a tree view of all
machines with all their properties, such as external and internal IP addresses, geographi-
cal locations, latencies, connection types and throughput. The same user interface could
be used to generate device provisioning packages via a browser, and could be further
extended to a CLI tool.
5.2.2 Possible integrations
To integrate into an existing upstream cloud architecture, there would need to be a
machine, possible the root machine in the mast architecture, that would bridge access.
The VPN network would need to be advertised to the existing networks and storage
would need to be made available, possible directly through GlusterFS, making one large
cluster.
Otherwise, integration is not necessary. An existing installation of Ansible AWX
could be used that already controls datacentres and this would further blur the boundary
between edge devices and cloud infrastructures. As mast is designed to provide an IaaS–
like infrastructure, integration is easy as all services provided are standard to existing
cloud setups.
5.3 Vision of the future
We believe the future for edge computing exists, albeit only in niche scenarios where
device mobility is paramount and computation cannot realistically be oﬄoaded to the
cloud. Fog computing, as loosely defined as it is currently, will not succeed as a buzzword
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without the discovery of an extremely popular application, the possibility of which we
are sceptical of.
Large players will continue to dominate the mass market as they do now, as integra-
tions into an already popular cloud platform brings many benefits over others. Niche
players, particularly those focused on industrial applications, will have niche markets and
not directly compete with bigger players if the latter do not switch focus onto those same
applications.
A huge hurdle to overcome in this field is popularity. Unknown products are not
trusted, and thus do not gain traction, the result of which is less trust in the capabilities
of the platforms and so on, which forms a vicious cycle. If one of the big three, or
another trusted industry leader, were to implement a solution similar to mast in their
framework, there would be a possibility for edge computing to take off with the inertia
of public interest. However, use cases that fit edge infrastructures best are rarely found,
which, in the long term, is what needs to motivate further research.
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